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1 Introduction 
Proto-Slavonic was the parent language of the thirteen living and two 
extinct Slavonic speech communities. Most of these speech communities 
are accorded the status of autonomous languages. However, the distinction 
between dialect and language being blurred, there can be no unanimity on 
this issue in all instances, notably that of Slovincian as separate from 
Cassubian and, indeed, of Cassubian as separate from Polish (see further 
chapter 13, section 1). 

Traditionally, Slavonic is classified into three basic branches, East, West 

Table 3.1 Classification of the Slavonic languages 

South 
Eastern 

[Old Church Slavonic] 
Bulgarian 
Macedonian 

Western Serbo-Croat 
Slovene 

Czecho-Slovak Czech 
Slovak 

Proto-Slavonic Sorbian Upper Sorbian 
Lower Sorbian West 

Lechitic 
Polish 
Cassubian 
[Polabian] 

East Russian 
Ukrainian 
Belorussian 
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and South, and subdivided further according to the similarities and distinc-
tions within these branches. This classification is given in table 3.1 (the 
extinct languages are placed in square brackets). 

In addition, it is convenient to group the East and West branches into 
North Slavonic and the East and South branches into East/South Slavonic. 
A survey of Late Proto-Slavonic dialects is provided in section 6. 

Unlike Latin, the parent language of the Romance languages, Proto-
Slavonic was not recorded, and its forms must be reconstructed. Such a 
reconstruction is accomplished by comparing the forms of all the Slavonic 
languages and of the languages which, together with Slavonic, constitute 
the large Indo-European family of languages of south-western Asia and 
Europe. In addition to Slavonic, this family includes Indie (Vedic and 
classical Sanskrit and many languages of modern India), Iranian (Avestan, 
Persian and the northern Iranian languages of the Eurasian steppe), 
Tocharian, Anatolian (Hittite and the lesser languages of Asia Minor), 
Armenian, Greek, Albanian, Italic (including classical and popular Latin 
which gave rise to the Romance languages), Celtic, Germanic (the 
medieval languages with which the Slavs came into contact were Gothic, 
Old and Middle High German and Old Norse) and Baltic (Lithuanian, 
Latvian, Old Prussian). As is the case with Slavonic, the genetic relation-
ship of the Indo-European languages is attributed to their descent from a 
common ancestor, the Proto-Indo-European language, which must also be 
reconstructed. It is a common practice in historical linguistics to provide 
reconstructions with asterisks. In this survey, however, language labels will 
be relied upon to differentiate between attested and reconstructed forms, 
and asterisks will not be used except to avoid ambiguity. 

It is useful to subdivide the period, perhaps four millennia long, separ-
ating the disintegration of the Indo-European linguistic unity and the for-
mation of individual Slavonic languages or language groups (about the 
ninth century AD). While there is no agreement on the criteria for such a 
subdivision and, hence, on the number of Proto-Slavonic subperiods, the 
least arbitrary formula appears to be one based on the differences in the 
extent of linguistic change. Thus, the period encompassing the beginning of 
dialect differentiation within Slavonic is called Late Proto-Slavonic, the 
period during which changes affected all of Slavonic and only Slavonic is 
termed Early Proto-Slavonic, and the period characterized by changes 
affecting Slavonic and Baltic is called Balto-Slavonic. Analogously, it is 
convenient to subdivide Proto-Indo-European into dialectally diversified 
Late Proto-Indo-European and dialectally uniform Early Proto-Indo-
European. Some scholars use the term 'Common Slavonic' and apply it 
either to all of 'Proto-Slavonic' or to the last phase of Slavonic linguistic 
unity (approximating 'Late Proto-Slavonic' of this survey). 

The similarities between Baltic and Slavonic have long been noted. In 
phonology one could mention the common treatment of the Proto-Indo-
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European vocalic sonants (see 2.1) and the development of phonemic pitch 
(see 2.16); in morphology - the tendency of consonantal stem nouns to 
acquire -i- stem endings (see 3.1.2, note 5), the rise of the category of 
definiteness in the adjective (see 3.1.4), the development of a two-stem 
conjugational system (see 3.2), the extension of the participial suffixes -nt-
and -vis- by the suffix -/- (see 3.2.2(f)); in syntax - the use of the instru-
mental in the predicate and of the genitive as object of negated verbs (see 
4). There are also many coincidences in Baltic and Slavonic lexicon (see 5). 
Some scholars, from August Schleicher and Karl Brugmann in the nine-
teenth century to Jerzy Kuryłowicz and Andre Vaillant more recently, 
attributed these similarities to a period of shared history and postulated the 
existence of Balto-Slavonic as an autonomous, post-Proto-Indo-European 
linguistic entity. Others, like Jan Baudouin de Courtenay, Antoine Meillet, 
Alfred Senn and Christian Stang, claimed that the features common to 
Baltic and Slavonic are, in so far as they are not inherited from Proto-Indo-
European, a product of separate, though parallel, development, enhanced 
by territorial contiguity of the two speech communities and by their social 
and linguistic interaction. This disagreement appears to be largely ter-
minological in nature and the two points of view need not be viewed as 
contradictory. Since Baltic and Slavonic were at the tail end of the process 
of the disintegration of the Indo-European speech community, what is 
termed 'Balto-Slavonic' is, in fact, the very latest stage of Late Proto-Indo-
European. Once separated from each other, Baltic and Slavonic (or, at 
least, some of their dialects) continued to exist side by side and underwent 
a period of parallel developments and of outright linguistic borrowing. 

The Slavs were the last Indo-Europeans to appear in the annals of 
history. Slavonic texts were not recorded till the middle of the ninth 
century and the first definite reference to the Slavs' arrival on the frontiers 
of the civilized world dates from the sixth century AD, when the Slavs 
struck out upon their conquest of central and south-eastern Europe. Before 
that time the Slavs dwelled in the obscurity of their ancestral home, out of 
the eye-reach of ancient historians. Their early fates are veiled by the 
silence of their neighbours, by their own unrevealing oral tradition and by 
the ambiguity of such non-verbal sources of information as archaeology, 
anthropology or palaeobotany. It is generally agreed that the search for the 
ancestral home of the Slavs should be limited to the region bordered by the 
Oder, the Baltic, the Dnieper, and the Danube, that is, to the approximate 
area of current Slavonic settlement, excepting the lands which are known 
to have been colonized in historical times. However, a more precise 
location of the Slavonic homeland within that region is still a matter of 
scholarly controversy. Of the several theories proposed, the one which has 
gained the most adherents would place the prehistoric Slavs in the basin of 
the middle Dnieper, that is, in what is today north-central and western 
Ukraine and south-eastern Belarus (Belorussia). 
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2 Phonology 
The reconstructed system of Proto-Indo-European phonemes is so remote 
from our own linguistic experience and so little susceptible to verification 
that it is still a subject of scholarly debate. Among the most controversial 
issues are the role of the laryngeals and of the vowel q (shwa) in the for-
mation of the Proto-Indo-European vowel system and the number and 
nature of phonemically relevant features in the system of the Late Proto-
Indo-European stops. In order to describe the complex interrelated 
changes within the phonological system, we shall number the salient points 
within this section (2.1-2.35) to facilitate reference forward and back. 

2.1 
With the above caveats in mind, we will assume that the Late Proto-Indo-
European phonemic system consisted of five short and five long vowels, 
i йе о л, and that the consonants included the spirant s, three unaspirated 
tense (unvoiced) stops, p t к, three unaspirated lax (voiced) stops, b d g, 
and three aspirated stops which were neutral as to tenseness or laxness and 
which in this presentation will be transcribed in the traditional way as 
bh dh gh. The three plain velar stops, k g gh, contrasted with the palatal-
ized k' g' g h and labialized kw gw gwh. In addition, four sonants (or son-
orants), m n r /, were consonantal when preceded or followed by a vowel 
but vocalic or syllabic in a non-vocalic environment. In their vocalic func-
tion (indicated by a subscript circle o), these sonants were short or long. 
One should also mention the laryngeal sonants (Hx H 2 H3), partly 
evidenced by Hittite and credited with the transformation of the univocalic 
system of Early Proto-Indo-European into the multivocalic system of Late 
Proto-Indo-European. 

The mid and low vowels entered into tautosyllabic combinations with 
high vowels and sonants. In such combinations or diphthongs, the high 
vowels became semi-vowels, that is they acquired a non-syllabic or con-
sonantal function. There are several ways of marking isolated semi-vowels 
(in diphthongs, the environment indicates unambiguously the non-syllabic 
function of semi-vowels). Contrary to the English practice of transcribing 
non-syllabic i and и as у and w, Slavonic linguistic writings favour i and и 
or j and v. In this survey, j and v are used for Late Proto-Slavonic recon-
structions, with i and и reserved for the earlier periods (see 2.33). 

Thus, late Proto-Indo-European had a potential for thirty-six short and 
long diphthongs: 

fi eu em ёп er el 
?! oy 5m on or ol 
4 au am an ar al 

In addition, during the Balto-Slavonic period, the four syllabic sonants 
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developed epenthetic high vowels, providing a potential for another sixteen 
diphthongs: 

PIE ip n f J > BS1. fm/um т / й п Ir/ur ll/Ol 

2.2 
Comparative evidence suggests the existence of a Proto-Indo-European 
system of grammaticalized vowel alternations, best known by the German 
term 'ablaut' (the terms 'apophony' and 'vowel gradation' are also used). It 
represents a system of morphophonemic relationships whereby the 
unmarked vowel e entered into a number of marked qualitative and quanti-
tative alternations, depending on the grammatical function of the form. In 
the qualitative ablaut, the vowel e(e-grade) alternated with the vowel o(o-
grade). The e-grade characterized non-derived verbal roots; the o-grade 
was typical of derived nominal roots. In the quantitative ablaut, a short 
vowel (normal grade) alternated with a long vowel (long grade) or the 
absence of a vowel (zero grade). The zero grade of diphthongs consisted in 
the loss of the vowel and the transfer of its syllabic function to the semi-
vowel, sonant or laryngeal, leading to their vocalization: iumnr IH 
became i u f f i q r / э. The zero grade of diphthongs extended by a laryngeal 
yielded long vocalic sonants: грцг]. 

The basic e ~ о ablaut is represented in Slavonic by many roots, for 
example OCS vezp 'I transport' - vozъ 'cart', grebę 'I dig' ~ grobъ 
'grave', vedp 'I lead' ~ vozdb 'leader', rekę 'I say' ~ гокъ 'fixed time'. 
The e ~ о ~ 0 ablaut may be exemplified by roots containing semi-vowels 
or sonants. In the Old Church Slavonic examples below, the Proto-Indo-
European diphthongs are no longer perceivable as such because of their 
monophthongization (see 2.13, 2.21, 2.22): 

e-grade 

-cvisti (i < či) 'to bloom' 
bl'usti ('u < eu) 

'to watch' 
-cęti (ę < en) 'to begin' 
berę (er < er) 'I take' 

о -grade 

cvetb (e < ói) 'flower' 
buditi (u < óu) 

'to awaken' 
копьсь (on < ón) 'end' 
ST>borb (or < ór) 'synod' 

zero grade 

-cvbtp (ь < i) 'I bloom' 
bbdeti (ъ < u) 

'to be awake' 
-сьпр (ьп < n) 'I begin' 
bbrati (ьг < r) 'to take' 

These alternations suggest that in Early Proto-Indo-European the vowel e 
was basic, a was marginal, о arose as an ablaut variant of e, and i and и 
were ablaut variants of diphthongs. 

2.3 
The dissolution of Proto-Indo-European linguistic unity was attended by 
several sound changes which affected clusters of language families. 
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(a) One such change, the merger of the aspirated stops with the un-
aspirated lax stops, connected Slavonic with Baltic, Iranian, Albanian and 
Celtic. In other Indo-European languages (like Latin) the aspirated and 
unaspirated lax stops did not fall together: 

LPIE 

bh 
b 
dh 
d 
gh g 

Balto-Slavonic 

b 

OCS 

berę 'I take' 
bolje 'more' 
dynrb 'smoke' 
dati 'to give' 
gostb 'stranger' 
pgbh> 'corner' 

Latin 

feró 'I carry' 
de-bilis 'weak' 
fumus 'smoke' 
dare 'to give' 
hostis 'enemy' 
angulus 'corner' 

(b) Another change produced an important dialect isogloss by dividing the 
Proto-Indo-European area into the south-central satem languages 
(Slavonic, Baltic, Indie, Iranian, Armenian and Albanian) and the 
peripheral centum languages (Tocharian, Anatolian, Greek, Italic, Celtic 
and Germanic). In the centum languages, the palatalized velar stops 
merged with the plain ones, while the labialized velar stops remained 
distinct; by contrast, in the satem languages, it was the labialized velars 
which merged with plain velars, while the palatalized velars retained their 
identity by undergoing spirantization (k' g' > š z). The satem hushing š z 
were retained in Lithuanian, but changed in other Baltic languages and in 
Slavonic into the hissing s z: 

LPIE Balto-Slavonic Lithuanian OCS Latin 

kw 

к 
k' 
gw 

g g' 

к 
к 
š 

gwh g 
gh g 
g h ž 

kas 'who' 
kraujas 'blood' 
dešimt 'ten' 

gyvas 'living' 

jiingas 'yoke' 
žinau 'I know' 

kbto 'who' 
krbvb 'blood' 
desętb 'ten' 

živb (< *g*iu-) 
'alive' 
[j]bgo 'yoke' 
znajp 'I know' 

gariu 'I burn' gorčti 'to burn' 
gardas 'enclosure' gradъ 'town' 
vežu 'I transport' vezp 'I transport' 

quod 'what' 
cruor 'blood' 
decem 'ten' 

vivus 'alive' 

iugum 'yoke' 
co-gnosc5 
'I know' 

formus 'hot' 
hortus 'garden' 
vehó 'I carry' 

(c) In the eastern group of the Indo-European languages, after ///, и/и, r 
°r k, the LPIE s, not followed by a stop, became retroflex. This change 
proceeded in two stages. The first stage, s to š, connected Slavonic with 
Indie, Iranian and Baltic (however, in Latvian and Old Prussian š reverted 
to s): 
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PIE OCS 

nok'-ei-si nosiši 'you carry' (PRS) 
óus-I uši 'ears' 
pčr-sid-l-a prešbla 'passed' (RSLT PART F) 
гёк-s-nt (> гёк-s-int) resę 'they said' (AOR) 

In the solely Slavonic second stage, š to л: before a back vowel or sonant 
(alternatively, s > š > x, unless followed by a stop, and x > š by the first 
palatalization of velars, see 2.9): 

PIE OCS 

órbh-ó-i-su гаЬёхъ 'servants' (LOC PL) 
óus-ó-s uxo 'ear' 
per-sód-1-tei prexoditi 'to pass' 
гёк-s-ó-m гёхъ 'I said' (AOR) 

The retroflexion of s did not involve the s issued from the spirantization 
of k', which suggests that the retroflexion occurred before the satem 
change of š z to s z - an example of relative dating of linguistic change. 

(d) With these consonantal changes, the period of Balto-Slavonic may be 
said to have ended. Among the vowels, the dividing line between Balto-
Slavonic and Early Proto-Slavonic is provided by the merger of LPIE 5 
and а: о a merged as a still in Balto-Slavonic, while о a merged as a in 
Slavonic, but remained distinct in Baltic. 

PIE Latin Lithuanian OCS 

óui-
sali-
d5-
mater-

ovis 'sheep' 
sal, salis 'salt' 
dónó 'I present' 
mater 'mother' 

avis 'sheep' 
saldiis 'sweet' 
dijoti 'to give' 
móte 'wife' 

ovbca 'sheep' 
solb 'salt' 
dati 'to give' 
mati 'mother' 

Similar changes occurred in other Indo-European languages: in Germanic 
the vowels 6 a merged as a and д a merged as о, in Indo-Iranian еда 
merged as a. 

2.4 
Thus, in the inventory of Early Proto-Slavonic phonemes, one may 
assume a balanced system of four short and four long vowels, in which the 
'mid' feature was no longer distinctive (with a corresponding reduction 
among the diphthongs): 

Front Back 
High T u 
Low ё a 
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Since Balto-Slavonic a eventually yielded Slavonic 6 (see 2.27(a)), 
questions arise about its quality in Early Proto-Slavonic. The assumption of 
an a is supported by the Baltic a, by the fact that quantity was a distinctive 
feature in the Slavonic vocalic system (a to a as e to e) and by loans from 
and into Slavonic (Vaillant 1950: 107). There are also questions about the 
phonetic value of ё, which in some positions yielded an a. It is for these 
reasons that, instead of the symbols e and a used in this survey, some 
scholars write Če and a. 

Among the consonants and sonants, the palatal š and the velar x were in 
complementary distribution: 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 
Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced 

Stop p b t d k g 
Spirant s z š x 
Nasal m n 
Liquid r I 

2.5 
The Proto-Slavonic sound system, throughout its long history, was affected 
by two fundamental tendencies in the structure of the syllable. One was the 
tendency for intrasyllabic harmony, that is for a back to front (plain to soft 
or flat to sharp) accommodation within the same syllable. This tendency 
manifested itself in the palatalization of consonants before front vowels 
(see 2.9, 2.19), the yodization (see 2.10) and the fronting of back vowels 
after palatal consonants and after / (see 2.12). 

The other was the tendency for rising sonority or a tendency for an 
intrasyllabic arrangement of phonemes proceeding from lower to higher 
sonority (the phonemes with the lowest sonority are voiceless spirants, 
those with the highest are low vowels). The most signal consequences of 
this tendency were the elimination of closed syllables, otherwise known as 
the law of open syllables, and the rise of prothetic semi-vowels (see 2.8). 
The former led, in turn, to the loss of final consonants (see 2.6), changes in 
syllable-initial consonant clusters (see 2.7), and the elimination of diph-
thongs (see 2.13, 2.21, 2.22). 

2.6 
The tendency for rising sonority called for the elimination of all inherited 
word-final consonants: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare Sanskrit 
sunus synb 'son' sunijs 'son' 
padčs pade 'you fell' abharas 'you carried' 
padčt pade 'he fell' abharat 'he carried' 
uilkad vlbka 'wolf (GEN SG) vrkad 'wolf (ABL SG) 
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2.7 
Similarly, all syllable-initial clusters which were not in accord with the 
tendency for rising sonority had to be simplified or modified: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
póktós potb 'sweat' pekp 'I bake' 
dadmi damb 'I will give' dadętb 'they will give' 
supnós БЪПЪ 'sleep' sbpati 'to sleep' 
grebtei greti 'to bury' grebetb 'he buries' 
mazsló maslo 'oil' mazati 'to spread' 
óbuldetei obidčti 'to offend' vidčti 'to see' 
nóktis noštb 'night' (see 2.23) Latin nox, noctis 'night' 
ptruiós Church Slavonic stryi pater 'father' 

'paternal uncle' 

When the juxtaposition of a morpheme final and a morpheme initial did 
not create an impermissible consonant cluster, syllables were opened by a 
mere shifting of syllable boundaries. Thus, the Old Church Slavonic sylla-
bification къ-nje-mu 'to him', vh-zda-ti 'to give back' derived from the 
morphemic division *къп-]-етщ *vbZ'da-ti. 

2.8 
The tendency for rising sonority favoured prothesis in syllable-initial 
vowels. Before м, there developed a prothetic w, while before front vowels 
and, in most dialects, before a, a prothetic i arose: *Hdra > *uiidra > ORu. 
vydra 'otter ' , *idom > *iidę > OCS idę [jbdę] 'I go', *esmi > *iesmi > O C S 
[j]esmb 'I am'. The short a remained without prothesis: *atikos > OCS 
othch 'father'. 

2.9 
The principle of intrasyllabic harmony led to the affrication or palatal-
ization of Balto-Slavonic velars before front vowels: к to č and g to j to t 
Since this change was followed by two younger palatalizations (see 2.19), it 
is referred to as the first palatalization of velars. 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Balto-Slavonic OCS 
NOM SG uilk-ó-s vlbkb voc uilk-e vlbče 'wolf 

bag-ó-s bogb bag-e bože 'god' 

The new palatal consonants č and z were in complementary distribution 
with к and g respectively, paralleling the status of š and x (see 2.3(c)): 

LPIE OCS LPIE OCS 
NOM SG dóys-ó-s duxb voc dóys-ё duše 'ghost' 

2.10 
Sequences of a consonant or sonant followed by the front semi-vowel i 
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yielded palatal sounds. This change has come to be known as the 
yodization (from yod, the Hebrew name of /). 

(a) The velar stops developed analogously to the first palatalization of 
velars, kio č and g to j to ž: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
plak-j-o-m plačp 'I cry' plakati 'to cry' 
iug-i-6-m h>žp 'I lie' h>gati Чо lie' 

Forms like OCS duša(< PIE dhous-i-a) 'soul', dušp(< PIE dhóus-i-5-m) 
'I blow' are usually considered instances of the yodization of the velar x 
(compare OCS duxb 'breath', duxati 'to blow'), and are listed together 
with examples of the yodization of к and g. However, the derivation of 
duša, dušg does not require an assumption of the intervening stage *dóux'i-a, 
*dóux"i'd'tn (compare 2.3(c) and 2.10(b)). 

(b) The hissing sibilants yielded hushing ones, s to ś, z to z: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
dóus-i-5-m (s < s) dušp 'I blow' duxati Чо blow' 
peis-i-5-m (s < k') pisę 'I write' pbsati Чо write' 
maz-i-5-m (z < g ) mażę 'I smear' mazati Чо smear' 

As a result of the yodization of k g s z, the sounds č i š, previously 
positional variants of k g x, became independent phonemes as shown by 
such Early Proto-Slavonic minimal pairs as: 

lóuka 'garlic' (GEN SG) louča Чау' (GEN SG) 
noga 'leg' (NOM SG) versus noža 'knife' (GEN SG) 
douxa 'spirit' (GEN SG) douša 'soul' (NOM SG) 

(c) The labials developed an epenthetic / (labial + i > labial + / + |), 
which was lost in West Slavonic and Bulgarian/Macedonian in non-initial 
syllables due to paradigmatic levelling: 

Balto-Slavonic OCS Compare OCS 
sup-i-o-m sbplję 'I sleep' sbpati 'to sleep' 
gub-i-5-m gyblję 'I perish' gybati 'to perish' 
zčm-i-a zemlja 'earth' гетьпъ 'earthly' 

The yodization of и was probably a Late Proto-Slavonic change. It 
contributed to the consonantization of the back semi-vowel (u > v): OCS 
loviti, lovljp 'hunt' (see 2.34). 

(d) The dental stops t d produced different reflexes in different dialect 
areas. Their discussion, therefore, belongs properly to the Late Proto-
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Slavonic period. To avoid this chronological disjunction and to preserve 
typological symmetry, some scholars assume that ti di became t' d' in Early 
Proto-Slavonic, with further developments in Late Proto-Slavonic. This 
solution is adopted in the present survey, even though there is nothing in 
the structure of Slavonic to militate against a continued existence of ti di 
sequences until their ultimate replacement by palatal consonants (see 
2.23). 

(e) A similar problem is posed by the yodization of the sonants n r I, 
which, in the name of uniformity of treatment, are transcribed as л' r l'. 

2.11 
Thus, except for the results of the second and third palatalizations of velars, 
that is, the addition of the palatal с j and, dialectally, of s' (see 2.19), from 
the end of Early Proto-Slavonic down to the end of Late Proto-Slavonic 
the following consonant system may be posited: 

Labial Dental Palatal Velar 
Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced 

Stop p b t d t d' k g 
Spirant s z š ž x 
Affricate с 
Nasal m n n' 
Liquid r 1 r' l' 

The labial semi-vowel и and palatal semi-vowel i were in comple-
mentary distribution with the vowels и and i respectively. The palatal 
consonants and sonants and the semi-vowel i are conveniently grouped as 
'soft', in opposition to the non-palatal 'hard' sounds. 

2.12 
In a process which operated throughout the Proto-Slavonic period, back 
vowels were fronted after soft consonants, that is, they were replaced by 
their front counterparts: a to I and w to Ł When not counteracted by 
analogy, this change created 'hard' versus 'soft' alternations, frequently 
referred to by the German term 'umlaut'. The fronting of back vowels may 
be exemplified by the Old Church Slavonic pairs: nes-отъ 'carried' versus 
zna[j]-enth 'known', lbv-ovъ 'leonine' versus zmi[j]evb 'serpentine', myti 
'to wash' versus Siti 'to sew' and so on (for the Late Proto-Slavonic changes 
in vowel quality, see 2.27). It is also responsible for the alternating 'hard' 
and 'soft' endings in the inflection of such stems as OCS sel-o 'village' 
versus polj-e 'field' (see 3.1.2): 
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GEN SG sel-a (< *-a) 
LOCSG sel-e (< *-ai) 
INST SG sel-ошь (< *-ami) 
GEN PL sel-ъ (< *-u) 
INST PL sel-y (< *-u) 

polj-e (< *-ё, dialectally) 
polj-i (< *-ei, see 2.13) 
polj-еть (< *-emi) 
polj-b (< *-!) 
polj-i (< *-!) 

2ЛЗ 
Complying with the law of open syllables, the many closed-syllable diph-
thongs were replaced by long vowels. Chronologically, first was the 
monophthongization of the diphthongs in / and u. The resultant vowels 
are often marked with a subscript 2: ai > ё2, e\ > au> й» ей > й^. 

Balto-Slavonic 
beróite 
steig-
lóukiós 
beud-

EPSL 
bčrč2t č 
stT2g-nom 
lu2cl 
biu2d-om 

OCS 
berete 'take!' 
stignp Til reach' 
lučb 'light' 
bljudę 'I keep' 

Compare Greek 
pheroite 'bring' 
steikho 'I walk' 
lousson 'white wood' 
petJthomai 'I ask' 

The instances of T2 occurring for the expected E2 (NOM PL of the mascu-
line -о- stems, 2 SG IMP) are probably analogical to the umlauted forms 
(see 3.1.2 note 6 and 3.2.2(d)). Some scholars, however, formulate phono-
logical rules to account for this replacement. 

2.14 
In a departure from the tendency for intrasyllabic harmony, ё became a 
after soft consonants. This change is best presented in three stages: 

'to shout' 'to hear' 'to hold' 
Stage 1 *kriketei *slusetei *dirgetei 
Stage 2 *kriččtči *sluščtči MIržetei 
Stage 3 *kiicatei *slušatei •diržatei 

'to stand' Compare'to see' 
*staietei *ueidetei 
*staičtči *uč]dčtei 
*staiatei *ueidetei 

Slavonic languages show the final stage of this change, except for the Old 
Church Slavonic texts of Macedonian provenience which, faithful to the 
tendency for intrasyllabic harmony, retained stage 2: 

Old Russian 
Dialectal OCS 

kričati 
kričeti 

slysati 
slyščti 

dbržati 
drbžčti 

stojati 
sto[j] eti 

vidčti 
videti 

The sequences of a prothetic / and root-initial ewere sometimes retained 
by analogy to the sequences in which a prefix prevented the development 
of prothesis. Thus, the expected *i-ad- from *ed- 'eat' was replaced in 
some Slavonic languages by the analogical *i-ed- under the influence of 
*siin-ed- 'eat up'; compare Old Church Slavonic jasti and sbnesti with Old 
Russian [j]esti and swesti. 
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2.15 
The Early Proto-Slavonic back vowels were redundantly and, hence, 
weakly labialized. However, the introduction of a fully labialized й < й2, 
endowed labialization with a phonemic status and contributed to a 
complete delabialization of щ to y, for example Old Church Slavonic tu 
'here' (< *toij) versus ry'thou' (< *tii). 

2.16 
The monophthongization of diphthongs led to the development of 
phonemic distinctions in pitch (intonation). Before the monophthong-
ization, long vowels and long diphthongs were rising in pitch, while short 
vowels and short diphthongs were non-rising (falling). These differences in 
pitch were automatic, hence phonemically non-distinctive. When, after the 
monophthongization, Proto-Slavonic obtained non-rising long vowels from 
originally short diphthongs or two contracting short vowels (see 2.32), the 
formerly redundant distinctions in pitch became phonemic. Consequently, 
the long T ё у й a could be either rising or non-rising, while the short i й ё a 
were inherently non-rising, contrasting with the corresponding long non-
rising vowels. It is customary to refer to the Proto-Slavonic rising and non-
rising intonations as 'acute' and 'circumflex' respectively and to transcribe 
them with an acute ( ' ) and circumflex (") accent marks. This practice will 
be followed in the present survey. 

Note: The acute accent mark has multiple values as a vowel diacritic in 
different Slavonic languages. It denotes the following: (a) the acute in 
Proto-Slavonic; (b) long rising pitch in Serbo-Croat and Slovene; (c) vowel 
length in Czech and Slovak; (d) place of stress in East Slavonic, Bulgarian 
and Macedonian (but recall that in this volume we use '), (e) w-like 
pronunciation of о (originally 6) in Polish and Sorbian. 

2.17 
Thus, by the end of the Early Proto-Slavonic period, the vocalic system 
consisted of five long acute vowels, five long circumflex vowels and four 
short vowels: 

Acute Circumflex 
Front Back Front Back Front Back 

Unrounded Rounded Unrounded Rounded 
High i у u Г у й i u 
Low e а ё а е а 

The vowels у and a, though typically acute, could be circumflex when 
their length was not inherited from Balto-Slavonic but was due to Late 
Proto-Slavonic developments, such as the contraction of circumflex vowels 
(see 2.32). 
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2.18 
The introduction of pitch distinctions marks the end of the uniform Early 
Proto-Slavonic period. During the Late Proto-Slavonic period, linguistic 
developments were dialect specific, leading up to the eventual dis-
integration of Proto-Slavonic. While it is virtually impossible to establish an 
absolute chronology of change within Early Proto-Slavonic, the task of 
dating particular Late Proto-Slavonic changes is somewhat easier. One may 
surmise that they began with the breakup of the territorial integrity of 
Slavonic around the end of the sixth century AD, when the Slavs began 
their push into the Balkans and central Europe. It is even possible to assign 
certain changes to the beginning or the end of Late Proto-Slavonic by 
assuming that greater dialectal variation implies a more recent event. 

2.19 
Two new palatalizations of velars (compare 2.9) and the treatment of the tl 
dl clusters are responsible for a major isogloss, separating West Slavonic 
from East and South Slavonic. In the second and third palatalizations of 
velars, the velar stops developed identically throughout the Slavonic 
territory: kio с and g to j (simplified to z' in most Slavonic languages). 
However, the palatalization of the velar spirant x yielded š in West and s' 
in East and South Slavonic. The second palatalization was caused by the 
new front vowel ё2 (< ai) acting on the preceding velar. The third palatal-
ization was caused by a high front vowel, with or without an intervening 
nasal, acting on the following velar. The few Old Church Slavonic 
examples of к becoming с after ir appear to be analogical (Shevelov 1965: 
341). The third palatalization started as a phonological development before 
a, but soon became grammaticalized. Its extent in the individual Slavonic 
languages is due to various morphological factors. 

Second palatalization of velars 
EPS L L PS I. 

East and South West 
kaina сё2па 'price' 
gaji- зё21а 'very' 
xair- s'e2r- se2r- 'grey' 

Third palatalization of velars 
EPSl. L PS I. 

East and South West 
auika auica 'sheep' 
leika lice 'face' 
kilning- кйптз- 'ruler' 
uix- yis'- uiš- 'all' 

Thus the reflexes of the two palatalizations of к and g are the same 
throughout Slavonic: OCS cena, jelo; ovbca, lice, къ/tfjb; Old Czech 
ciena, zielo; ovcie, lice, kniez. However, the East and South Slavonic 
reflexes of palatalized x do not agree with the West Slavonic ones: Old 
Russian serb', OCS vbsb versus Old Czech siery, ves. 

Additional dialect differentiation was provided by the simplification of 
the affricate j to z', which occurred throughout the Slavonic territory 
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except in Lechitic and the oldest Old Church Slavonic texts, and by the fact 
that the sequences ku and gu underwent the second palatalization in South 
Slavonic and parts of East Slavonic, but not in West Slavonic: 

EPS L East and South West 
kuait- cue2t- kue2t- 'flower' 
guaizda 3ue2zda gue2zda 'star' 

These differences may be exemplified by Russian cvet, zvezda', SCr. cvijet, 
zvijezda versus Czech kvet, hvezda; Polish kwiat gwiazda. 

2.20 
The clusters tl dl were permitted only in West Slavonic. Elsewhere, they 
were simplified to / or, as in some Slavonic dialects, replaced by kl gl: 

EPSl. East and South West 
metla mela metla 'swept' (RSLT PART F) 
sadła sala sadla 'fat' 

Compare Russian mela, salo; SCr. mela, salo with Czech metla, sadio; 
Polish miotła, sadio. 

2.21 
The monophthongization of diphthongs (see 2.13) affected also the diph-
thongs in nasal sonants (N), resulting in the creation of two nasal vowels, 
a front one derived from eN and a back one derived from aN. As for the 
diphthongs iN uN, it appears that those derived from the Proto-Indo-
European vocalic sonants # iji were denasalized, while those resulting from 
later borrowings fell together with the vocalic reflexes of eN aN respec-
tively. Nasal vowels were retained in Lechitic and some Bulgarian and 
Slovene dialects and denasalized elsewhere. In either case, their reflexes 
differ so widely as to suggest that their phonetic value in Late Proto-
SIavonic was not uniform (see 2.27(c)). 

2.22 
Early Proto-SIavonic inherited from Balto-Slavonic two types of diph-
thongs in liquid sonants (/?), differentiated by the height of their vocalic 
nuclei: the high-vowel diphthongs, iR uR, derived from Proto-Indo-
European vocalic liquids and the low-vowel diphthongs eR aR, derived 
from eRoRaR. These diphthongs occurred word-initially ( # V R C ) or 
word-internally (CVRC); we use С to denote a consonant, and V a vowel. 
In either position the law of open syllables demanded their elimination. 
There was little dialectal differentiation in the resolution of the #VRC 
diphthongs, testifying to the antiquity of this change. More variegated and, 
therefore, more recent was the resolution of the C VR С diphthongs. There 
is, in fact, evidence to suggest that this change was still operative in the 
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ninth century. Its results subdivide the Slavonic territory into four dialect 
areas: (1) South Slavonic, Czech, and Slovak; (2) East Slavonic; (3) Polish 
and Sorbian; (4) Cassubian (including Slovincian) and Polabian. 

(a) The #aRC sequences (the only examples of the # VRC formula) were 
resolved by metathesis, that is, reversal of positions of the vowel and 
sonant. However, in North Slavonic the distinction between long and short 
vowels was preserved, while in South Slavonic (and central Slovak 
dialects), the short diphthongs were lengthened and merged with the long 
ones, transferring the difference in vowel quantity to that of pitch. As 
expected (see 2.16), Early Proto-Slavonic long diphthongs yielded acute 
vowels, while short diphthongs yielded circumflex vowels. 

EPSl. 
aruin- 'even' 
alkut- 'elbow' 
ardla 'plough' 
alkam- 'greedy' 

Russian 
rovnyj 
lókot' 
ralo 
lakomyj 

Polish 
równy 
łokieć 
radło 
łakomy 

Czech 
rovny 
loket 
radio 
łakomy 

OCS 
^ ь п ъ 
lakbtb 
ralo 
1акотъ 

Serbo-Croat 
ravan 
lakat 
ralo 
lakom 

(b) The CtRC CuRC sequences developed in two stages. In the Early 
Proto-Slavonic stage, common to all the Slavonic languages, the vowel was 
lost and the vocalic function was transferred to the sonant, which, depend-
ing on the quality of the vowel, was either soft, f Г (< CiRC), or hard, r / 
(< CuRC). Vocalic length was replaced by rising pitch. 

In Late Proto-Slavonic, vocalic sonants remained syllabic in area 1, with 
r' becoming r, while / retained its distinctiveness in Polish, Sorbian and 
partly Czech, merging elsewhere with /. In other areas, the sonant was 
preceded by a homorganic vowel, leading to the sequences of the С VRC 
type. Such a contravention of the law of open syllables suggests that the 
development of the syllabic sonants outside area 1 belongs to the histories 
of the individual languages. 

(c) The resolution of the CeRC CaRC sequences was one of the last 
changes of Late Proto-Slavonic. The CelC sequences fell together with 
CalC in areas 2 and 4. In area 1 the liquid diphthongs were resolved 
through metathesis, with the short diphthongs lengthened. The Late Proto-
Slavonic pitch distinctions were continued in Serbo-Croat and Slovene, but 
reinterpreted as place of stress in Bulgarian and Macedonian and as 
quantity in Czech and Slovak. 

In other areas, the short and long diphthongs were resolved by the intro-
duction of an epenthetic vowel creating disyllabic sequences of the 

j/2Ctype. In area 2, Vx was the vowel of the original diphthong and 
an epenthetic short high vowel, homorganic with Vv These epenthetic 

vowels were the later front or back jers, which in this position were always 
strong' (see 2.25). The resultant disyllable is known under its Russian 
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name as 4polnoglasie' (or, less frequently, 'pleophony'). The Late Proto-
Slavonic pitch distinctions were replaced by distinctions in place of stress. 
The polnoglasie sequences derived from acute diphthongs stressed V2, 
while those going back to circumflex diphthongs did not. 

In areas 3 and 4, except in Polabian, Vx was an epenthetic short high 
vowel, while V2 continued the vowel of the diphthong. The epenthetic 
vowels were treated as 'weak' jer s (see 2.25) and were lost. Their recon-
struction is prompted by circumstantial evidence from Polish and Lower 
Sorbian. Later Proto-Slavonic pitch distinctions were replaced in area 3 by 
distinctions in vowel quantity. However, only Upper Sorbian has preserved 
reflexes of quantity distinctions resulting from the acute versus circumflex 
opposition. 

The Polabian facts are difficult to interpret because of the paucity and 
unreliability of the written records. The CerC sequences seem to have 
developed similarly to those in area 3, Car С fell together with CrC, and 
CalC yielded СШС 

Upper Serbo-
EPSL Russian Polish Czech Sorbian Croat Bulgarian 

breg-it berg- 'bank' bereg brzeg breh bijoh brijeg 
Bulgarian 
breg-it 

berza 'birch' bereza brzoza briza breza breza breza 
barna 'harrow' borona brona brana bróna brana brana 
uarna 'crow' vorona wrona vrana wróna vrana vrana 

In Late Proto-Slavonic reconstructions, the diphthongs in liquid sonants 
will be cited in their VR form, in bold face, for example berg- 'bank'. 

2.23 
The development of t' d' (see 2.10(d)) was also characterized by dialectal 
fragmentation, testifying to the lateness of this change. The reflexes of t' d' 
fall into five groups: (1) št zd in Old Church Slavonic and Bulgarian; (2) 
ć j , spelled ćand dj/d in Serbo-Croat; (3) k' g in standard Macedonian; 
(4) č j in Slovene and East Slavonic, with j becoming j in Slovene and j 
becoming z in Russian and, partly, in Ukrainian and Belorussian; (5) с j in 
West Slavonic, with j becoming z in Czech and Sorbian. 

The palatal t' had two sources: ti and kt -I- front vowel. The latter 
sequence presupposes the lenition of kt to it and its metathesis to ti in 
accordance with the tendency for rising sonority within a syllable. 

EPS L OCS Serbo-Croat 
sue2t'a (< suait-i-a) 'candle' svčšta svijeća 
nat'i (< nakt-i-s) 'night' noštb nóć 
med'a (< mčd-i-a) 'boundary' mežda međa 

Russian Polish 
sveča świeca 
noč' noc 
meža miedza 
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2.24 
Comparative evidence indicates that, except for a small number of enclitics, 
Late Proto-Slavonic developed distinctive word stress. However, the task 
of reconstructing it and of tracing the evolution of the Slavonic accentual 
system is rendered difficult by the tensions between phonological principles 
and morphological patterning. It is for this reason that the formulations 
given below are to be understood as tendencies, nullified often by morpho-
logical factors. 

(a) In words whose roots contained an acute vowel, word stress coincided 
with that vowel and, unless overridden by morphological patterns, was 
fixed. This can be seen in such Russian word families as vera very 'faith', 
vernyj 'faithful' , uverennyj 'confident ' , verju 'I believe', Veročka 
'Verochka' (< *uexr- 'believe'); bereza berezy berkzu 'birch', berkzina 
'birchwood', berezka 'small birch', bereznik 'birch grove', berezovyj 
'birchen' (< *bexrz- 'birch'). 

(b) In words whose roots contained a circumflex vowel, word stress was 
movable. If no acute vowel followed, the onset of stress was on the first 
syllable of the phonological word; when an acute vowel followed the 
circumflex vowel, the onset of stress was on the acute vowel. This principle, 
which is known as the law of Saussure/Fortunatov, may be exemplified by 
such Russian word families as bereg, berega 'shore', na bereg 'to the shore', 
naberetnaja 'embankment' versus berega 'shores', na beregu 'on the shore' 
(< *berg- 'elevation'); volok 'portage', óblako 'cloud', navoločka 'pillow-
case' versus volokii 'I drag', oblaka 'clouds' (< *uelk- 'drag'); umer 'he 
died' versus umerla 'she died' (< *mf~ 'die'). 

(c) Fixed oxytonic (that is, word-final) stress was typical of suffixal deriv-
atives and borrowings, as in the following Russian examples: molotók, 
molotka 'mallet' versus mólot 'hammer' (< *malt- 'mallet'); kolesó, kolesa, 
kolesom 'wheel' versus ókolo 'around' (< *kal- 'wheel'); vorotnik, 
vorotnika 'collar' versus vorot 'large collar', zavorot 'twisting' (< *uart-
'turn'); когоГ, korolja, korolem 'king' (< *karl-i- 'king' < Old High 
German Karl); molokó, moloka, molokom 'milk' (< Germanic *meluk-
'milk'); topór, topora, toporom 'axe' (< Avestan *tapara- 'axe'). 

2.25 
The short high vowels, i and м, are also referred to as the jers, in antici-
pation of the name given to their reflexes, ь and ъ, in Old Church Slavonic. 
In word-final position, these vowels were further reduced in length, giving 
rise to shortened or weak variants of the jers. In accordance with Havlik's 
law, the occurrence of these variants was regulated by an alternating 
pattern of weak and strong positions counting from the end of the phono-
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logical word. The jers were weak in word-final position, strong before a 
weak jer, and weak before a strong jer or any other vowel. Since the distri-
bution of strong and weak jers was automatic, there is no need for special 
symbols to distinguish between them. When the difference has to be 
emphasized, strong i и (ь ъ) will be shown in bold face: NOM SG *dini 
(dbnh) 'day', *sunu ($ъш>) 'sleep'; INST SG *dinimi (dhribmb), svinUmi 
(5ъпъть). This shortening process culminated in the elimination of the 
weak jers, thus ending the era of open syllables and, at the same time, of 
the Proto-Slavonic period. 

2.26 
The weakening of jers led to a shift of word stress from the weak jers to the 
preceding syllable. Since all pre-tonic vowels were automatically rising, this 
shift of stress created a new rising pitch, called neoacute and transcribed 
with a superscript tilde ( 

The appearance of the neoacute disturbed the old pitch distinctions. In 
the initial syllable of disyllabic words, the acute (*pargu 'doorsill') and the 
neoacute (*karl-i-i 'king') contrasted with the circumflex (*gardu, 'town'). 
The former binary opposition (acute versus non-acute) was restored when 
the old acute ceased to function as a phonemically distinct entity through-
out Slavonic. The varied modes of its elimination mark off four dialect 
areas, suggesting a post-Proto-Slavonic development. 

(a) In Serbo-Croat, the acute versus circumflex opposition was reinter-
preted as a distinction of quantity, with the acute yielding a short fall (") 
and the circumflex a long fall ("). The long neoacute remained as a long 
rise ( ' ) . In the Čakavian dialect of Serbo-Croat, the three nouns listed 
above appear as prag kralj grad 

(b) In Czech, Upper Sorbian and Slovene the acute fell together with the 
neoacute. In Czech and Upper Sorbian it yielded vowel length, which 
contrasted with vowel shortness generated by the circumflex: Czech prah 
król versus hrad Slovene continues the opposition as one between a long 
rise and a long fall: prag kralj versus grad 

(c) In Slovak, Polish and Lower Sorbian, the acute fell together with the 
circumflex yielding vowel shortness which contrasted with vowel length 
generated by the neoacute: Slovak prah hrad versus kra L 

(d) In Bulgarian, Macedonian and East Slavonic, where the original situa-
tion must have resembled that of Czech and Upper Sorbian, quantity 
distinctions were eventually lost. Instead, vowel length under the acute and 
neoacute, contrasting with the brevity under the circumflex, was reinter-
preted in Bulgarian and Macedonian as an opposition between a stressed 
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and an unstressed vowel and in the East Slavonic polnoglasie sequences 
(see 2.22(c)), as an opposition between a stressed and unstressed V2; for 
example, Bulgarian prdg-u kralj-at versus grad-it (-u/-at are post-
positive definite articles); Russian poróg kor61' versus gorod or prigorod 
'suburb' (compare 2.24(b)). 

2.27 
As was seen in the preceding section, the introduction of the neoacute 
resulted in the shortening of some Early Proto-Slavonic long vowels: the 
acute long vowels in Serbo-Croat and Slovene, the circumflex long vowels 
in Czech, Upper Sorbian, East Slavonic, Bulgarian and Macedonian, and 
both the acute and circumflex long vowels in Slovak, Polish and Lower 
Sorbian. This shortening led in turn to the phonemicization of previously 
non-distinctive differences in vowel quality which characterized Early 
Proto-Slavonic (Stankiewicz 1986: 26). 

(a) Early Proto-Slavonic short vowels were more central (mid-high and 
mid-low) than their long counterparts. These differences in quality became 
distinctive as the high short vowels i й yielded ь ъ (the so-called front and 
back jers) and the low short vowels e a yielded e о. The jers had strong and 
weak variants (see 2.25). 

(b) Of the Early Proto-Slavonic long vowels, the back vowels у (< щ) щ a 
remained as у и a. The front vowels ix and ^ fell together in /, while ё] and 
ej merged in e. The vowel e (the so-called jat' of Old Church Slavonic) was 
a low-front vowel. The testimony of many modern Slavonic languages and 
of the oldest Old Church Slavonic texts suggests that its phonetic value was 
that of a fronted a [ae]. However, its position in the system was unstable 
and, depending on other developments, it was either pushed higher (as in 
East Slavonic, after the denasalization of nasal vowels) or back (as in 
Lechitic and Bulgarian, after the phonemicization of consonant palatal-
izations). The vowel e, because of its dual origin (ё < ёх < ё and ё < ёг < a i), 
exhibits different morphophonemic properties: e from ё2 alternates with i 
(< i2 < ei), while efrom ёх does not (see 2.12 and 2.13); efrom e2 also affects 
preceding velars differently than does e from ёх (see 2.9 and 2.19). Since 
these differences prove important in morphological statements, it is con-
venient to distinguish between ёх (< ёх) and ё2 (< ё^. 

(c) The two nasal vowels were opposed to each other as front versus back. 
Since these features were sufficient to secure their distinctiveness, the nasal 
vowels displayed considerable latitude in the selection of the non-
distinctive features of vocalic height and quantity. The South Slavonic 
standard languages agreed on the reflex of the front nasal as ę (< ę), but 
disagreed on the back nasal: Serbo-Croat Bulgarian Old Church 
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Slavonic and Slovene p, Macedonian ę. The North Slavonic languages 
favoured a diagonal opposition between a low-front nasal ę [ąe] (< ę) and a 
high back nasal fi. Thus, the traditional transcription of Late Proto-
Slavonic nasals as ę and p is an emblematic rather than a phonetic repre-
sentation. 

EPS/. L PS l. Bulgarian SCr Slovene Slovak Czech VSo. Polish Polabian Russian 
mensa męso meso meso meso maso maso mjaso mięso mąsii mjaso 
'meat' 
ranka ręka гька ruka róka ruka ruka ruka ręka ręka ruka 
'hand' 

2.28 
A number of Late Proto-Slavonic changes contributed to the rise of new 
quantity oppositions. Some long vowels (going back to Early Proto-
Slavonic long vowels and monophthongized diphthongs) were shortened 
(see 2.26, 2.29); others were preserved (see 2.26, 2.30). In addition, new 
lengths arose due to compensatory lengthening (see 2.31) and vowel 
contraction (see 2.32). 

2.29 
The fact that Late Proto-Slavonic pitch oppositions were distinctive only 
on long vowels in word-initial syllables contributed to the shortening of 
long vowels in word-final position. This development, affecting all of 
Slavonic, is discernible in the languages which have or had ways of indi-
cating phonemic length, such as Serbo-Croat, Slovene, Czech, Slovak and 
Old Polish. Thus, * sestra (NOM SG), *sestry (GEN SG), *sestrp (ACC SG) 
'sister' yielded Czech sestra, sestry, sestru, contrasting with ostra (NOM SG 
F), ostry (NOM SG M), ostru (ACC SG F) 'sharp', whose length (indicated in 
Czech with the acute accent) is due to vowel contractions (see 2.32). 

2.30 
In a development which was typologically linked with the rise of the neo-
acute (see 2.26), long vowels were preserved in pre-tonic syllables in 
disyllabic words: 

LP SI Čakavian Štokavian Czech 
Serbo-Croat Serbo-Croat 

trava 'grass' trava trava trava 

mpkś 'flour' muka тйка mouka 
barzda 'furrow' brazda brazda brazda 
svet'a 'candle' svlća svijeća sviće 

tręstf 'to shake' tresti tresti trasti 

Polish 

trowa (dialectal, Old 
Polish a) 

m^ka (Old Polish o) 
bruzda (Old Polish o) 
świca (dialectal, Old 
Polish e) 
trząść (Old Polish о) 
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2.31 
The reduction and loss of the weak jers led to compensatory lengthening 
of the short vowels in syllables immediately preceding the weak jers. 
Although this was a late change whose extent differed from one dialect 
area to another, it clearly began in the Late Proto-Slavonic period. 
However, details of its realization belong properly to the histories of the 
individual languages. Most examples of compensatory lengthening are 
found in the central group of the North Slavonic languages. 

2.32 
Towards the end of Late Proto-Slavonic, there developed a tendency for 
the elision of intervocalic j (< i, see 2.34) and for the contraction of the two 
vowels in hiatus, resulting in the creation of new vocalic lengths. The most 
important consequence of vowel contraction was the reintroduction of 
long vowels in word-final position (compare 2.29). 

Vowel contractions were more pervasive in South and West Slavonic 
than in East Slavonic, with Czech/Slovak and Russian at the two poles of 
the opposing tendencies. The following examples show the extent and 
sources of the contracted a in several Slavonic languages: 

L PS I. Czech 
aja nova 
aje znś 
oja pas 
eja smati se 
ija pntel (i < ś) 

Old Polish 
nowa 
zna 
pas 
śmiać się 
przyjaciel 

Serbo-Croat 
nova 
zna 
pas 
smejati se 
prijatelj 

Russian 
novaja 
zna[j]et 
pójas 
smejat'sja 
prijate!' 

'new' (NOM SG F) 
'he knows' 
'belt' 
'to laugh' 
'friend' 

2.33 
The sequences bj V and ъ/ V fell together with the sequences ij V and yj V in 
what is known as tense jers (transcribed ь ъ). In Old Church Slavonic 
tense jers were written either as i and у or as ь and ъ. In other Slavonic 
languages tense jers behaved like regular jers, contracting to i and у in the 
strong position (that is, ijb > i, ijb> y) and being lost in the weak position. 
Since Russian did not have contractions across the j (see 2.32), its treat-
ment of strong tense jers coincided with that of other jers. 

LPSl. OCS Czech Serbo-Croat Russian 
prost-i>-j-b prostyi/prostbi prosty prosti prostoj 'plain' 
pit-bj-e pitie/pitbe piti piće рк'ё 'drink' 

2.34 
The Indo-European and Early Proto-Slavonic semi-vowels i and и were 
pre- or post-vocalic variants of the vowels i and u. When the monoph-
thongization of diphthongs limited the semi-vowels to the pre-vocalic 
position, the status of / and и changed since they now occupied the 
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position of consonants (C) in the CV syllabic formula. Morphological 
patterning also pointed to the consonantization of i and и because struc-
turally there was no difference between such forms as moi-ь, moi-a, moi-e 
'my' and naš-ь, naš-a, naš-e 'our ' or пои-ъ, nou-a, nou-o 'new' and star-ъ, 
star-a, star-o 'old'. 

In addition, the tendency for rising syllabic sonority must have enhanced 
the consonantal status of и and hastened its change into v. Thus, the 
process of yodization produced the unacceptable syllable initial uli (see 
2.10(c)), which, in order to conform to the syllabic laws of Slavonic, had to 
change to vii (> v/'). Similarly, in South Slavonic, Czech and Slovak, the 
monophthongization of liquid diphthongs produced the unacceptable 
syllable initials of the uR type (see 2.22(c)) which had to become vR in 
agreement with the regular Slavonic CR type. 

These considerations make it possible to assume that in Late Proto-
Slavonic и became v, and that the latter had the status of an independent 
phoneme. On the other hand, there are no compelling reasons to consider i 
phonemically independent of L However, the traditional practice of using 
the symbol у in Late Proto-Slavonic reconstructions is adopted in this 
presentation. 

2.35 
The phonemic inventory of Late Proto-Slavonic included seven short and 
seven long non -jer oral vowels, two short jers, two short and two long nasal 
vowels, twenty-six consonants and the glide j (see 2.34). Among the con-
sonants, the hushing š z с are classified as alveolar, contrasting with the 
palatal s' z' and the dental c: 

Front Back Front Back 
Unrounded Rounded 

High i У u ь ъ 
Mid ё о 
Low č a 

Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar 
Stop P ь t d t' d' k g 
Spirant v s z š ž s' z' x 
Affricate С 3 č 
Nasal m n n' 
Liquid r 1 r' Г 

Front Back 

? 9 

The affricates, alveolars, palatals and у are considered 'soft'. Of these, t' d' 
developed differently in five dialect areas (see 2.23), z and j were dialect 
variants, and s' occurred in East and South Slavonic only (see 2.19). 
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3 Morphology 
Words which are morphemically unanalysable are called simple; those 
which are analysable into two or more discrete morphemes, the ety-
mological root accompanied by derivational and/or inflectional 
morphemes, are called complex. Except for some conjunctions and par-
ticles which were simple, Proto-Slavonic words were complex. Of these, 
adverbs showed no inflectional morphemes, that is, they were uninflected, 
while other complex words were inflected. Inflected words belonged to two 
large classes which expressed different grammatical meanings or categories: 
(a) nominals (including nouns, pronouns, adjectives and numerals) and (b) 
verbs. Accordingly, Proto-Slavonic distinguished between nominal and 
verbal inflections. 

Inflected words consisted of stems and endings. Endings included an 
obligatory inflectional ending which marked such inflectional categories as 
case, number, gender, person, infinitive and supine. Verbs and adjectives 
could also have a pre-final desinential suffix which marked such inflec-
tional categories as aspect, tense or mood (for example, -ea-, the imperfect 
formant). Some inflectional categories were expressed with the help of an 
otherwise independent word (for example, sę in the reflexive or an 
auxiliary verb in the compound tenses or the conditional). 

Stems consisted of roots, either alone or accompanied by one or more 
affixes, which, depending on whether they preceded or followed the root, 
are called prefixes or suffixes. Affixes showed varying blends of lexical and 
grammatical meaning. Some could be exclusively or predominantly lexical; 
such was the negative prefix (for example, OCS ne-plody 'barren woman', 
ne-vidimb 'invisible'), the prefixes in many imperfective verbs (for 
example, OCS vb-kušati 'taste', pri-begati 'take refuge'), diminutive or 
agentive suffixes (for example, OCS dъšt~ic-a 'small board', uči-telj-ь 
'teacher'). Others could be exclusively or predominantly grammatical, such 
as the suffixes switching one part of speech to another (for example, the 
suffix -ьп- forming adjectives from nouns). 

Suffixes which assigned a stem to a particular inflectional pattern are 
called thematic. Most thematic suffixes of Proto-Indo-European lost their 
identity in Proto-Slavonic. Such were the thematic vowels of the Proto-
Indo-European noun inflection which in Proto-Slavonic blended in with 
the inflectional endings. Their original morphemic independence is evident 
from such forms as OCS INST SG grad-оть 'town', syn-ъть 'son', pęt-
ьть 'road', whose endings were derived from the sequences of the Proto-
Indo-European thematic vowels -d-, -Й-, and the inflectional ending -mi 
(compare 3.1.2). 

Proto-Slavonic did not use infixation as a grammatical device. It 
retained, however, traces of the Indo-European present-tense infix -n- in a 
handful of forms: for example OCS 3 SG AOR sede, leza vs. 3 SG PRS 
sędetb, lęzetb from the roots *sed-/se-n~d- 'sit', *leg-/le-n-g- 'lie'. 
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3.1 Nominal morphology 
From the standpoint of their derivational structure, Proto-Indo-European 
nominal stems may be classified into derived and underived or simple. 

Derived stems which ended in a thematic vowel are called thematic 
(vocalic). They included stems in -6- (M and N), -a- (F and M), -i- (F and 
M) and -u- (M). Stems in which the thematic vowels -o- and -a- were 
preceded by i (typically, the derivational suffix -/-) are referred to as the 
-i-o- and -i-a- stems. As expected, back vowels after i were fronted (see 
2.12). The -i-T- stems (F and м) were a subclass of the -i-a- stems, differing 
from them in the nominative singular only. All the thematic stems were 
represented among the nouns; however, only the -o-/-[-6-, -a-/-\ra- and 
-I- (F) stems were productive (for examples, see 3.1.2). Of these, the first 
two characterized the indefinite adjectives, -ó-l-\-ó- (м and N) and 
-a-/-i-a- (F). The Late Proto-SIavonic numerals jedin- ' l ' (singular and 
plural only) and dbv- '2' (dual only) belonged to the -o- and -a- classes, 
while tr-b- '3' (plural only), pęt-b- '5' (singular only) and higher belonged 
to the -i- class. 

Stems without a thematic vowel are called athematic (consonantal). Of 
the derived athematic stems, Proto-SIavonic retained stems in the suffixes 
-on-1-en- (M), -OS-/-ČS- (N), -ter-1-ter- and -й-1-йц- (F), which showed 
nominative singular versus non-nominative singular ablaut variants, and 
stems in -men-/-men- and -ent-l-ent- (N), where the nominative singular 
length developed probably within Slavonic (Meillet 1934: 426). In the -ter-
I-ter- stems, the NOM SG -ter- was replaced by -ti- by analogy with the -/-Г-
stems. Except for the -ent-l-ent- stems, the Late Proto-SIavonic athematic 
stems were unproductive. They included a small number of nouns (see 
3.1.2, the numeral cetyr- '4' and some forms of desęt- '10'. 

In addition, athematic endings occurred with the plural (that is, second) 
stems of the masculine personal nouns in -tel-i-l-tel-, -ar-i-1-ar-, -(an)-
m-l-(an)- as in OCS NOM PL and GEN PL zitele zitelb, rybare гуЪагъ, 
graidane grazdanъ, f rom žitelj- Hitel- ' inhabitant' , ry bar j-fry bar- 'fisher-
man', grazdanin-fgrazdan- 'town dweller', as well as with the nominative 
singular and the nominative plural masculine of the present active and past 
active participles (see 3.2.2(f)). 

Simple athematic nominal stems were either lost in Proto-SIavonic or 
transferred to a thematic class, with or without a derivational suffix, for 
example * dent-s 'tooth' (compare Latin dens, dentis) was lost and replaced 
by *g'ómbh-ó-s 'stake' (compare OCS zpbъ 'tooth'), *k'{d- 'heart' (Latin 
cor, cordis) was replaced by *k'rd-ik-o-m (OCS srbdbce 'heart ') , 
*(s)nóigwh-s 'snow' (Latin nix, nivis) was replaced by *(s)nóigwh-ó-s 
(OCS snegb 'snow'), *mHs-s 'mouse' (Latin mus) was replaced by *mHs-i-s 
(OCS mysb 'mouse'). 
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The shape of inflectional endings allows us to assign Proto-Indo-
European and Proto-Slavonic nominals to two inflectional subtypes, one 
for nouns and numerals and the other for pronouns. The inflection of 
Proto-Indo-European adjectives did not differ from that of nouns. In 
Proto-Slavonic, however, only the indefinite adjectives declined like nouns, 
while the newly created definite adjectives declined like pronouns. 

3.1.1 Nominal categories 
Among the Slavonic nominals, the adjectives were obligatorily marked for 
case, number and gender and, in most instances, for gradation and speci-
ficity. The nouns were inflected for case and number, and were inherently 
specified for gender. The gendered pronouns distinguished case, number 
and gender, while the non-gendered ones and the cardinal numerals '5' and 
higher were inflected for case only. 

Characteristically nominal was the grammatical category of case. Late 
Proto-Indo-European had a seven-case system: nominative, accusative, 
genitive, dative, instrumental, locative and ablative. The vocative was a 
case-like address form used with singular personal nouns. Balto-Slavonic 
lost the distinction between the genitive and ablative (the Proto-Indo-
European ablative was not a distinct case except in the singular of the -o-
stems), and the new six-case system, with the genitive representing the 
syncretized cases, was handed down to Proto-Slavonic. Case syncretism 
was also important in the dual (which distinguished three case forms only: 
the nominative/accusative, genitive/locative and dative/instrumental), and 
in the formation of Proto-Slavonic subgenders (see below). The dative and 
instrumental endings contained the phoneme m, an Indo-European dialect 
feature connecting Balto-Slavonic and Germanic and opposing them to the 
other Indo-European languages where the reflexes of bh are found. 

Of the three Proto-Indo-European numbers, singular, dual and plural, 
the dual has proved to be least stable. It was still a regular category in Old 
Church Slavonic, its vestiges are found in all the Slavonic languages but, as 
a grammatical category, it survives in Slovene and Upper and Lower 
Sorbian only. 

Like most early Indo-European languages Proto-Slavonic distinguished 
three genders: masculine, feminine and neuter. In addition, Proto-Slavonic 
developed a distinction between two masculine subgenders: personal and 
non-personal, principally among the -0-/-/-O- stems. The former was 
expressed by the syncretism of the accusative and genitive, the latter by an 
absence of such a syncretism. This distinction was later extended to oppose 
the animate and inanimate subgenders. 

Proto-Slavonic qualitative adjectives continued the Proto-Indo-
European distinctions of gradation with positive, comparative and super-
lative degrees. In addition, Proto-Slavonic non-possessive adjectives 
developed the distinction of specificity, whereby the definite (also known 
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as pronominal or compound) adjectives were opposed to the indefinite 
adjectives. 

3.1.2 Noun morphology 
Proto-Indo-European and Proto-Slavonic nouns may be assigned to 
declensions according to their stem-class (see 3.1), gender, and phonetic 
developments at the juncture of the stem and the inflectional ending. One 
athematic and four thematic declensions were distinguished. 

The athematic (consonantal) declension had several subtypes, depend-
ing on the form of the stem suffix: 

PIE LPSl. 
-0S- / -ČS- ( N ) nebh-ós-/nćbh-es- nebo, nebese 'sky' 
-ii-/-uu- (F) leubh-u-/leubh-uu- l'uby, 1'ubbve 'love' 
-tčr-/-tčr- (F) ma-tčr-/ma-tčr- mati, matere 'mother' 
-5n-/-čn- (M) kam-on-/kam-en- kamy, kamene 'stone' 
-mčn-/-men- (M) pól-men-/pól-men- polmę, polmene 'flame' 
-men-/-mčn- (N) se-men-/se-mčn- sćmę, sčmene 'seed' 
-ent-/-ent- (N) agn-ent-/agn-ent- (J)AGN£> (j)agnęte 'lamb' 

The thematic declensions distinguished four basic subtypes: -w-, -/-, -6-1 
-bo- and -a-/-i-a-/-i-i-: 

PIE LPSL OCS 
-й- (м) sun-u-s вупъ вупъ 'son' 
-i- (F) kóst-1-s kostb kostb 'bone' 

(M) pont-!-s pętb pętb 'road' 
-Ó- (M) órbh-ó-s orbb гаЬъ 'slave' 

(N) gfn-ó-m zę no zrbno 'grain' 
-i-ó-(M) duzd-i-ó-s &ъЫ'ь dъždь 'rain' 

(N) lóg-i-ó-m lože lože 'bed' 
-a- (F ) gwčn-a žena žena 'woman' 

(M) uóldiik-a voldyka vladyka 'leader' 
-i-a-(F) uól-j-a vol'a volja 'will' 

(M) ióun-ós-i-a junoša junoša 'youth' 
-i-T (F) bhag-iin-i-T bogyn'i bogynji 'goddess' 

(M) san-dhl-i-I sędiii sędii 'judge' 

While the Proto-Indo-European endings of the -\-o- and -i-a- stems did 
not differ from those of the -o- and -a- stems respectively, in Proto-
Slavonic, due to the fronting of back vowels (see 2.12), there arose a 
distinction between the hard (-6- and -a-) and soft (-f-o- and -i-a-) stem 
endings, which manifested itself by the alternations - ъ ~ -ь, -o ~ -e, 
-e2 ~ -i2, -y - -i, -y2 ~ -e2/-ę- (see note 2a below). The Late Proto-
Slavonic hard stem endings are listed in table 3.2. These Late Proto-
Slavonic endings are correlated with the Proto-Indo-European endings 
listed in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.2 Noun endings of Late Proto-Slavonic 
Athematic -й- -I- -o- -a-

VOC = NOM -и -i -e/-u -о 

SG NOM (-у, -0, -i, ę) -ъ -ь м -Ъ, N -o -а 
ACC -ь (-о, -ę) -ъ -ь M -ъ, N -o "9 
GEN -e -и -i -a -У2 
DAT -i -ovi -i -u -е2 
INST M / N -ЬШЬ -ъшь м -ьшь -оть -oję 

F-bję F-bję - ъ т ь 
LOC -e -и -i -е2 

DU NOM/ACC M / F -i, N -E -у -i М -A, F / N -ё2 -ё2 
GEN/LOC -u -ovu -bju -и -и 
DAT/INST -ьта -ъша -ьта -oma -ama 

PL NOM M -e, F -i, N -a -ove M -bje, F -i "h -у2 
ACC M / F -i, N -a -у -i -у2 -у2 
GEN -ъ -OVb -bjb -ъ -ъ 
DAT -ьшъ -ъшъ - ь т ъ - о т ъ -атъ 
INST M/F -brni, N -Y -ъгш -bmi -у -ami 
LOC -ьхъ -ъхъ -ьхъ -ё2хъ -ахъ 

Table 3.3 Noun endings of Proto-Indo-European 

Athematic -u- -i- -о- -a-

VOC -0 -óy-0 -ei-0 -e-0 -a-0 

SG NOM -s, -0 -u-s -l-s -ó-s -a-0 
ACC -ip -u-m -!-m -ó-m -a-m 
GEN/ABL -es -óy-s -ei-s -ó-ad > -ad -as 
DAT -ei -óy-ei -ej-ei -ó-ёТ > -oi -a-ei > -ai 
INST -mi -й-mi -l-mi -ó-mi -a-m 
LOC -I -5y-0 -ej-0 -ó-i -a-i 

DU NOM/ACC -e, -i -й-ё > -й -1-е > -I -ó-ё > -5 -a-i 
GEN/LOC -Ó^IS -óu-óus -ei-óys -ó-óus > -óus -a-óus > -aus 
DAT/INST - т о -й-то -i-mo -ó-mo -a-mo 

PL NOM -es -óy-es -ei-es -ó-es > -ós, -oi -a-es > -as 
ACC -OS -u-ns -!-ns -ó-ns -a-ns 
GEN -óm/-5m -óu-óm -ei-óm -ó-óm > -óm -a-óm > -am 
DAT -mus -u-mus -i-mus -ó-mus -a-mus 
INST -mis -u-mls -L-mls -ó-óis > -óis -a-mls 
LOC -su -u-su -L-SU -ói-su -a-su 

Notes to tables 3.2 and 3.3 
1 The loss of final consonants (see 2.6) and the monophthongization of 

diphthongs (see 2.13) caused the Proto-Indo-European thematic 
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vowels and endings to blend into Proto-SIavonic monomorphemic 
endings; for example, Proto-Indo-European NOM SG svm-ii-s, GEN SG 
sun-óy-s, DAT SG siin-óu-ei 'son' > syn-ъ, syn-u, syn-ovi. The differ-
ences in the shape of the thematic vowel are due to ablaut variations, 
for example NOM SG -Ó-S, -aO versus voc -e-0, -a-0, NOM SG -й-s, -i-s 
versus GEN SG -óu-s -e\-s. In the nominative/accusative singular of the 
athematic stems, the Proto-Indo-European stem suffixes were reinter-
preted as Late Proto-SIavonic inflectional endings (listed in paren-
theses). 

2 Some Proto-SIavonic endings which cannot be derived from the postu-
lated Proto-Indo-European forms by the application of general 
phonetic laws, may be explained by developments restricted to particu-
lar grammatical endings: 
(a) In -Vn(t)s, n was lost and the preceding vowels, if short, under-

went compensatory lengthening, and the low back vowels were, 
as a rule, raised to Й; for example NOM SG *kam-on-s 'stone' > 
*кат-й > kamy; ACC PL *siin-u-ns 'son' > *sun-u > syn-y, *kost-i-ns 
'bone' > *kdst-T > kost-i, *órbh-ó-ns 'slave' > *orb-ii > orb-y, 
*gwen-a-ns 'woman' > *gen-u > zen-y. In the sequence *Cns, q was 
lengthened yielding i: ACC PL *kam-en-ns > kameni. The 
sequences -e-ns, -ё-ns of the -i-o-, -i-a- stems (< -i-o-ns, -i-a-ns, 
by 2.12) yielded the expected -ё in North Slavonic (referred to as 
-e3), while in South Slavonic n was retained, yielding -ę\ for 
example ACC PL *mang-i-ó-ns 'man', *koz-i-a-ns 'goatskin' > 
North Slavonic męz-e, koi-e versus South Slavonic męz-ę, koź-ę. 
The accusative plural ending of the stems spread ana-
logically to the genitive singular and the nominative plural on the 
model of the -i- stems. The alternation -у ~ -el-ę is symbolized by 
-л-

(b) Long vowels combined with word-final m to form nasal vowels: 
ACC SG *gwen-5-m 'woman' > zen-Q; however, short vowels in that 
position were denasalized, and о was raised to й\ ACC SG *siin-ii-m 
' son' > syn-ъ, *kost-i-m 'bone' > *kost-b, *órbh-ó-m 'slave' > 
orb-ъ. Slavonic is alone among the Indo-European languages to 
derive the genitive plural of the athematic stems from *-om rather 
than *-dm : * semen-dm 'seed' > semen-ъ. The athematic genitive 
plural ending -ъ was analogically extended to the -o- and -a-
stems. 

3 All neuter stems syncretized the nominative and accusative. In the 
athematic stems the nominative/accusative singular was generalized 
from the nominative singular (*nebh-os-0 'sky' > neb-o, *semen-0 
'seed' > semę), while in the -o- stems, the nominative/accusative 
singular ending -о was extended analogically from the pronoun to 
'that' (< *tod), replacing the expected -ъ (< PIE -o-m); for example 
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zr'n-0 'grain' (< *g'rn-ó-m). In the nominative/accusative plural all 
neuter stems had -a(< PIE -a), for example nebes-a, semen-a, zfn-a. 

4 The NOM SG -ъ of the -o- stems and the voc -u of the -i-o- stems were 
taken over from the -й- stem declension. In the post-Proto-Slavonic 
period the -й- stem declension, though unproductive as a whole, 
provided individual endings of several cases of the -o- stems. The most 
ancient instance of these analogical developments is the North Slavonic 
replacement of the -o- stem INST SG -оть by the -й- stem -ъть. 

5 The masculine and feminine athematic and -i- stems influenced each 
other. The INST SG -ьть and -ьу'р, N O M / A C C DU -/, DAT/INST DU 
-ьта, LOČ PL -ьхь, DAT PL -ьтъ and INST PL -hmi of the -i- stems 
spread to the athematic stems. By contrast, the DAT SG -i of the 
athematic stems was taken over by the -i- stems. 

6 The NOM PL -i2 of the -o- stems was derived from the pronominal 
ending -oi which replaced the nominal ending -ós. The expected -e2 
was probably displaced by -i (< -ej) of the -i-o- stems. The nominative 
plural of all the feminine nouns was analogical to the accusative plural. 

7 The INST SG -oję/-eję of the -a-/-i-a- stems was taken over from the 
pronominal type and then spread into the feminine athematic and -i-
stems as -bję. 

8 The LOC PL -ё2хъ (< -ói-su) of the -o- stems is pronominal in origin. 
The ending -ахъ of the -a- stems for the expected -asb (recorded in 
Old Czech) was modelled on the phonetically regular locative plural 
endings of the other thematic declensions. 

9 Lacking a satisfactory explanation are LOC SG -e of the athematic 
stems, DAT SG -u and INST PL -y of the -o- stems. 

3.1.3 Pronominal morphology 
In accordance with their ability to distinguish gender, Proto-Slavonic 
pronouns may be classified into gendered and non-gendered. Gendered 
pronouns were thematic. They included two -i- stems, the demonstrative 
sb, si, se 'this here' (< *k' -) and the anaphoric jb 'that which is known'; and 
various -ó-!-ó[- and -a-l-ai- stems such as the demonstratives tb 'this', ovb 
'that', опъ 'that yonder'; the interrogatives къ}ь 'which' (< *kwui-), kotorb 
'which of a number'; the possessives mojb 'my', tvojb 'thy', svojb 'one's 
own', čbjb 'whose' (< *kwi-i-), našb 'our ' (< *nas-i-), vašb 'your ' 
(< *uas-i-); the qualitative sicb 'like this here' (< *k' T-k-), }акъ 'like that 
which is known', takb 'like this', какъ 'like what' (< *k™-ak-); the quanti-
tative mbnogb 'many', vbsb 'all' (< *uis-), selikb 'to this degree', tolikb 'to 
that degree', jelikb 'to the known degree', коИкъ 'to what degree'. The 
anaphoric y- and the demonstrative t- or on- (depending on the dialect) 
combined to form the suppletive paradigm of the third-person pronoun, 
with t-/on- in the nominative and y- in the oblique cases. 

The non-gendered pronouns included the -o- stem interrogative къ-to 
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'who' (< *kw-o-), the stem interrogative сь-to 'what' (< *kw-i-), as well 
as several athematic pronouns, the reflexive s- 'oneself; first person (with 
suppletive stems): SG агъ/т (< *eg'-/m-), DU vein-, PL my/n-\ second 
person: SG T-, DU/PL V-

The inflectional endings of the gendered pronouns and of the interro-
gative non-gendered pronouns are given in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Pronoun endings of Late Proto-Slavonic 
SG DU PL 

M N F M N F M N F 

NOM -ъ -o -a -a -č2 -i2 -a -y2 

ACC "9 - y 2 

GEN -o-go -oj-y2 -oj-u -ё2-хъ 
DAT -o-mu -oj-i -e2-ma -ё 2 -тъ 
INST -е2-шь -oj-p -e2-mi 
LOC -о-шь -oj-i -oj-u -ё2-хъ 

Notes 
1 The pronominal formants -oi- (M/N) and -a\- (F) were monoph-

thongized to -e2 before consonants. 
2 The fronting of back vowels after soft consonants (see 2.12) caused the 

expected vowel alternations; -y2 is written as a shorthand term for the 
у ~ e/ę alternation (see 3.1.2, note 2(a)). 

3 The GEN M/N -ogo represents the Proto-Indo-European ablative -ód 
extended by the particle -go (Arumaa 1985: 175). 

4 The non-gendered pronouns къ-to 'who' and čb-to 'what' were 
inflected according to the masculine singular paradigm. Their nomin-
ative was extended by the particle -to, derived from the demonstrative 
pronoun. The genitive ending of сь-to was -eso/-bso reflecting the 
Proto-Indo-European ending -es(i)o. 

Table 3.5 Paradigm of the anaphoric pronoun /-
SG DU PL 

M N F M N F M N F 

NOM -jb je ja ja ji ji ja je/ję 
ACC ję jć/ję 
GEN jego jeje/ 

jej? jeju jixъ 
DAT jemu jeji jima jinrb 
INST jimb jejp jimi 
LOČ jemb jeji jeju jixb 
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For the inflection of personal pronouns, see section 3.1.3 of chapter 4, 
Old Church Slavonic. 

3.1.4 Adjectival morphology 
In addition to their obligatory categories of case, number and gender, most 
Proto-Slavonic adjectives were either definite or indefinite. Indefinite 
adjectives were inflected according to the nominal -d- (M/N) and -a- (F) 
types. Definite adjectives were formed by adding the anaphoric pronoun y-
(see table 3.5) to the forms of the indefinite adjective. The coalescence of 
these forms yielded the definite or pronominal inflection of the adjective. 

In some instances the composition was mechanical: 

LPSl. OCS 
NOM SG M starb + jb > starbjb staryi/starbi [starbjb] 

N staro + je > staroje staro[j]e 
F stara + ja > staraja staraja 

ACC SG F starp + jp > starpjp starpjp 
GEN SG M / N stara + jego > starajego stara [j] ego 

staraago (with assimilation) 
starago (with contraction) 

A sequence of two syllables beginning with у was reduced by haplology to 
one syllable: 

LOČ SG F starš + jeji > LPS1. starčji OCS stare[j]i 

The definite INST SG F -ęję was derived from the original nominal -p 
(< -a-m) rather than from the analogical pronominal ending -oję{see 3.1.2, 
note 7). Thus: 

INST SG F starp -I- jejp > LPS1. starpjp OCS starpjp 

Disyllabic nominal endings were replaced by -у, extended analogically 
from the GEN PL star-ъ H- jixb > staryjixb (see 2.32) and INST PL M / N star-y 
+ jimi > staryjimi: 

L PS I. OCS 
INSTPLF star-ami + jimi > staryjimi stary[j]imi 
LOC PL F star-axb -I- jixb > staryjixb stary[jjixb 

3.1.5 Numeral morphology 
The Proto-Slavonic cardinal numerals ' l ' to '10' may be subdivided into 
two groups. The first group included jedim*, -a, -o ' l ' (< *ed-Tn-o-s)\ dbva 
(M), dbve (F/N) '2 ' (< *duu5, -oi); trbje (M), tri (F/N) '3 ' (< *tr-ei-es, 
*tr-ins); and cetyre (м), cetyri (F/N) '4 ' (< *kwetur-es, -ins). The numerals 
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4 Г and '2' were of pronominal origin and followed the pronominal inflec-
tion (fb). 'One' could still be used as an indefinite pronoun meaning 
'certain, some' and have the singular and plural, while '2' was restricted to 
the dual; '3' was inflected like the plural -/- stem, while '4' was an athe-
matic stem. All four of them were adjectival, that is, they distinguished 
gender ('2', '3', '4' in the nominative only) and modified the noun counted. 

The numerals '5' to '10' were nominal abstract derivatives in -i- from 
the Proto-Indo-European ordinal numerals. They were pętb '5' (< *рёпкw -/-), 
šestb '6 ' (< *kseks-t-), sedmb '7 ' (< *sebdm-), osmb '8 ' (< *ok'tm-), devętb 
'9' (< *neuą-t-, with the initial d by analogy to '10'), and desętb '10' 
(< *de-k' rp-t-). They governed the noun counted and did not distinguish 
gender. The numerals '5' to '9' were -i- stems, while '10' transferred from 
an athematic stem to the -i- stem inflection. 

The teens were compounds of the base numeral followed by the pre-
position na with the athematic locative singular of '10', for example, dbva 
na desęte '12'. The tens were formed with the base numeral followed by the 
appropriate case form of '10', for example dwa desęti '20', trbje desęte 
'30', pętb desętb '50'. The root *kóm/k'ni of the numeral '10', extended by 
the suffix -t-, appeared also in the numerals sbto '100' and tysęt' a!tysęt' a 
'1,000'. The former was a neuter -o- stem (< * k'tfi-t-o-); the latter was a 
feminine -i-a- stem modified by *tu- 'fat, thick' (< *tu-k'm-t-i-a). The 
hundreds were formed analogously to the tens with the appropriate case 
form of '100', for example dbve sue '200', tri sua '300', pętb sbtb '500'. 

3.2 Verbal morphology 
Most Proto-Slavonic verbs did not add person and number endings directly 
to the root, but to the verbal stem, that is, to the root extended by a verb-
forming suffix with or without a present-tense suffix. Such verbs are called 
thematic; those which added person and number endings directly to the 
root, are called athematic. 

There were four athematic verbs: 3 SG PRES jestb 'he is' (< *es-ti), jastb 
'he eats' (< *ed-ti), vestb 'he knows' (< *uoid-ti), dastb 'he will give' 
(< *dad-ti). Except for jasti 'to eat' (< *ed-tei), the athematic verbs had dif-
ferent stems in the infinitive and the present tense: byti 'to be', vedeti 'to 
know', dati 'to give'. The verb 'to be' had a suppletive infinitive stem by-
derived from PIE *Ыгй- (compare Sanskrit bhavati 'he is', Latin fHi 'I 
was'). The verb 'to know' had the infinitive stem ved-e- derived from first 
person singular middle perfect-tense form *uoid-ai The verb 'to give' had 
a reduplicated present-tense stem *da-d-, while the infinitive stem was the 
unreduplicated * da- (compare Latin dare 'to give'). 

In most thematic verbs the verb-forming suffix occurred in two variants, 
one in the present-tense and related forms and one in the infinitive and 
related forms. Because of this variation, it is customary to distinguish 
between the present-tense and infinitive verbal stems. Since the corres-
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pondence between the two variants is generally predictable, it is possible to 
select one of them as basic and use it in classifying verbal stems. The seven 
regular verb classes thus obtained are listed below, with the present-tense 
variant (quoted in third singular present) shown first and separated by an 
oblique from the infinitive variant. The variant used to label a class is given 
in bold face. Examples transcribed morphophonemically are enclosed in 
braces. 

(a) -0 -0 - verbs were unproductive and included three subclasses: con-
sonantic, for example nesetb [nes-0-e-tb], nesti [nes-0-ti} 'carry' rečetb 
{rek-0-e-tb}, ret'i {rek-0-ti} 'say'; sonantic, for example pbnetb 
[рьп-0-e-tb], pfti [pen-0-ti] 'stretch', jbm-0-e-tb), jęti {jem-0-ti} 'seize', 
mretb {rribr-0-e-tb j, merti {mer-0-ti} 'die', where the sequences ьп ьт 
ьг developed from the syllabic sonants n fji r before vowels; semi-
vocalic, for example bijetb [bij-0-e-tb], biti {bij-0-ti} 'beat', pojetb 
{poj-0-e-tb}, peti [poj-0-ti] 'sing', with the semivowel j lost before 
consonants through the resolution of syllable-initial clusters (see 2.7) 
and monophthongization (see 2.13). 

(b) -П'/'Пр- verbs were productive and included two subclasses: vocalic 
( V-np-), for example minetb, minpti 'pass'; slynetb, slynpti 'be known' 
and consonantic (C-np-), with typical omission of the verb-forming 
suffix in aorist and past participial formations, for example dvignetb 
{dvig-n-e-tb}, dvignpti [dvig-np-ti] 'move' but dvigoxb (1 SG AOR), 
dvigb (NOM SG M PAST ACT PART INDEF), dviiervb (NOM SG M PAST 
PASS PART INDEF). 

(c) -/- (< /)/-a- verbs, for example kazetb (< kaz-i-), kazati 'show'; plačetb 
(< plak'i-), plakati 'weep', were unproductive. This large class was one 
of two in which the verb-forming suffix -j- alternated with -a- (com-
pare (d) below). 

(d) -u-j-Z-ov-a- (-ev-a- after soft consonants, see 2.14) verbs, for example 
verujetb, verovati 'believe'; vojujetb, vojevati 'make war', were pro-
ductive. They differed from the preceding class by the presence of the 
suffix -du- which monophthongized to u2 in a closed syllable (see 
2.13). 

(e) -a-j- (< -5-/-)/-a- and -e-j- (< e-i-)/-e- verbs, for example delajetb, 
delati 'do'; umejetb, umeti 'know how', were productive. 

(f) -i- (< -či-)/-i- (< -J-) verbs, for example nositb {nos-i'0-tb), nositi 
'carry'; modlitb {modl-i-0-tb}, modliti 'beg' were productive. The 
shape of the present-tense suffix (-Č-/-0-) and the difference in origin 
of the verb-forming suffix in the -/- and -e- verbs (see below) are 
discussed in 3.2.2. 

(g) -i'/'č- (< -е-) verbs, for example mbnitb, mbneti 'think'; viditb, viditi 
'see' were unproductive. In stems in soft consonants e goes to a (see 
2.14), for example kricitb, kričati {krič-e-ti} 'shout'; stojitb, stojati 
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{stoj-e-ti} 'stand'. These stems will be listed in their morphophonemic 
form. 

3.2.1 Verbal categories 
Among the verbs, Proto-Indo-European distinguished two diatheses, the 
active (or non-middle) and middle, the latter marked as a category which 
placed special emphasis on the grammatical subject, leading to the neutral-
ization of the opposition between the agent and the patient (compare the 
English active mother washed the baby or mother opened the door with the 
'middle' mother washed or the door opened). The active versus middle 
opposition was expressed by special sets of inflectional endings. Proto-
Slavonic lost these formal distinctions but retained the semantic opposition 
between the active and the middle, expressing it with a newly developed 
contrast between two genera, the non-reflexive and reflexive, the latter 
formally distinguished by the particle sę. It also added a new voice oppo-
sition in which the active contrasted with the passive, the latter marked as 
the category specifying the patient of an action. The active versus passive 
opposition was formally expressed in the participle only. Genus, by 
contrast, was an obligatory category of the verb. 

Of the four verbal moods reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European (indi-
cative, subjunctive, optative and imperative), Proto-Slavonic retained the 
indicative. The subjunctive (or conjunctive), known from Vedic Sanskrit, 
Greek, Latin and Celtic, expressed probability or expectation. Therefore, it 
was frequently reinterpreted as the future tense. In Proto-Slavonic it was 
replaced by the conditional, in which the resultative (or the -/-) participle 
combined with the auxiliary verb 'to be' to produce an analytical gram-
matical form. The optative, which occurred in Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and 
Germanic, expressed desire or potentiality. In Proto-Slavonic it replaced 
the original Proto-Indo-European imperative. 

The oldest system of Proto-Indo-European tenses, which included the 
present, aorist and perfect, appeared to have less to do with temporal 
relations than with the manner of performance or other characteristics of 
an action. The present referred to an action which at the moment of speech 
was not completed. The aorist viewed the action statically, as completed 
and, therefore, past. The perfect stressed the result of an action, that is, it 
dwelled on the dynamics of a situation, linking the past and the moment of 
speech. The future was originally expressed through the modalities of the 
subjunctive or optative. Specific future-tense formations seem to be Late 
Proto-Indo-European dialectal innovations. So were the imperfect, which 
emphasized non-completion of a past action, and the pluperfect, which 
referred to an action prior to the narrated event. 

Aspectual meanings, inherent in the Proto-Indo-European tenses, 
developed into a new grammatical opposition of two aspects, the per-
fective, specifying a completed action, and the unmarked imperfective; 
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they became an obligatory category of the Slavonic verb. This development 
led in turn to the rise of an intricate interplay between the aspects and 
tenses. The perfective present assumed the function of the future, leaving 
the imperfective present as the sole indicator of contemporaneity with the 
moment of speech. Consequently, since the Proto-Slavonic present-tense 
forms referred either to the present or the future, they may be viewed as 
non-past and are often so termed. Among the preterite tenses, the oppo-
sition between the perfective and imperfective aspects coincided largely 
with the old opposition between the aorist and the imperfect, leading to a 
gradual disappearance or reinterpretation of these tenses in the individual 
Slavonic languages. Proto-Slavonic developed its own perfect and plu-
perfect, formed analytically with the resultative participle and, respectively, 
the present or imperfect of the auxiliary verb 'to be'. A Proto-Slavonic 
innovation was the imperfective future expressed by the infinitive plus the 
present-tense forms of one of the auxiliary verbs: 'to be', 'to have', 'to 
want' or 'to begin'. 

The three persons of the Proto-Indo-European verb remained in Proto-
Slavonic. Along with the finite verbal forms, that is, forms inflected for 
person, Proto-Slavonic had non-finite forms. The infinitive and the supine 
were derived from case forms of Proto-Indo-European deverbal nouns, 
while participles and verbal nouns combined the functions of verbs with 
those of adjectives and nouns respectively. 

3.2.2 Conjugation 
The Proto-Indo-European conjugational system distinguished several sets 
of personal endings. In the indicative the endings characterizing the active 
voice were opposed to the endings of the middle voice, and the endings of 
the present tense, or the so-called primary endings, were opposed to the 
endings of the preterite tenses, or the secondary endings. Furthermore, 
some personal endings of the thematic conjugations were different from 
those of the athematic one. The degree of ending differentiation varied. 
Thus, in the active voice, the first and second singular admitted three 
distinct endings, the third singular and plural distinguished two endings, 
while other persons and numbers displayed one ending only. In Table 3.6 
only the most differentiated forms are shown. 

Proto-Slavonic, like the ancient varieties of Sanskrit and Greek, 
exhibited a conjugational system rich in grammatical oppositions. Verbs 
were inherently specified for government (they were either transitive or 
intransitive) and, as obligatory categories, they distinguished aspect and 
genus (they were either perfective or imperfective and reflexive or non-
reflexive). Finite verb forms were inflected for person and number, and 
either tense or mood. Compound finite forms (perfect, pluperfect, con-
ditional) distinguished gender as well. The only form displaying a clearly 
middle ending was the isolated vede 'I know' found in Old Church Slavonic 
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Table 3.6 Active personal endings of Proto-Indo-European 
Primary Secondary 

Athematic Thematic 

1 SG -mi -5 -m 
2 SG -si -ej (?) -s 
3 SG -t! -t 
3 PL -nti -nt 

(Codex Suprasliensis), Old Russian, Old Slovene (Freising Fragments) and 
Old Czech. The ending goes back to the Proto-Indo-European middle -a-i 
(compare Greek louomai 'I wash myself'). Since vede is related to the root 
vid- 'see' (< ueid-)9 its meaning probably developed from 'I have seen for 
myself' to 'I know'. 

Depending on the aspect of the verbal stem, the Proto-Slavonic present 
referred either to an action contemporaneous with the moment of speech 
(imperfective) or subsequent to it (perfective). Its person and number 
endings were derived from Proto-Indo-European primary endings. In the 
thematic verbs, they were added to stems extended by the present-tense 
suffix. In the verb classes -0-, -np-, -a-, -ov-a-, and -я-/-, the present-tense 
suffix was -oH2- in first singular, -o- in third plural and -e- elsewhere. The 
present forms of these classes are said to belong to conjugation I. The 
present forms of verb classes -i- and -e- belong to conjugation II. Their 
present-tense suffix was -oH2- in the first singular and -0- elsewhere. 
Hence, these presents are sometimes referred to as semi-thematic 
(Kuryłowicz 1964: 79-80) or semi-athematic (Vaillant 1966: 439). 

Table 3.7 Present-tense paradigms of the verbs ed- 'eat\ nes- *carry\ 
kaz-a- 'explain', del-a-j- 'do' and modl-i- 'ask' in Late Proto-Slavonic 

Athematic Conjugation I Conjugation II 

SG 1 jamb (< *ed-ml) nesp każę dčlajp modlę 
2 jasi (< *ed-sej[?]) neseši kažeši dčlaješi modliši 
3 jastb (< *ed-ti) nesetb kažetb dčlajetb modlitb 

DU 1 jave (< *čd-vč) neseve kaževe delajeve modlive 
2 jasta (< *ed-ta) neseta kažeta dčlajeta modlita 
3 jaste (< *ed-te) nesete kažete delajete modlite 

PL 1 jamb (< *ed-món) nesenrb kaženvb delajenvb modlinrb 
2 jaste (< *čd-tč) nesete kažete dčlajete modlite 
3 jadętb (< *ed-pti) nesętb kažptb delajętb modlętb 
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Notes 
1 The verb-forming suffix -/- in the present tense of the -/- and -e- class 

verbs (conjugation II) is different in origin from the verb-forming suffix 
-i- in the infinitive of the -/- class verbs. Since the infinitive -i- is acute 
and the present-tense -i- is not, it is assumed that the former goes back 
to a long vowel (-/-), while the latter is derived from a short diphthong 
(-ei-: see 2.16). Hence their dissimilar treatment in those modern 
Slavonic languages which retain reflexes of Proto-Slavonic intonational 
distinctions, for example SCr. mdli 'he asks' but móliti Чо ask', 
Russian molit 'he implores' but molit' 'to implore'. 

2 The first singular athematic -ть continues the Proto-Indo-European 
athematic -mi (OCS esmb, Greek eimi 'I am'). The ending -p goes 
back to the Proto-Indo-European thematic -oH2 > о (Greek pherd, 
Latin feró 'I carry') extended by the secondary first-singular -m. In 
conjugation II the sequence -i-5-m > -i-p-, without the expected front-
ing of the vowel (-/-e-m > i-p, see 2.12) because of the analogical influ-
ence of the ending -p of conjugation I. 

3 The second-singular endings were the athematic -si and thematic -si, as 
in OCS esi 'you are' or neseši 'you carry'. The consonant š arose regu-
larly in conjugation II as a result of the retroflexion of s after i (see 
2.3(c)) and spread analogically to conjugation I. The final / (for the 
expected ь) could have been derived from the Proto-Indo-European 
second-singular thematic -ei, which some scholars (Meillet 1934: 253-
4, Szemerenyi 1989: 250-1) see also in the Greek 2 SG -eis, for exam-
ple phereis 'you carry'. In this explanation, in Greek the primary 
thematic ending -ei was extended by the secondary ending -s, while in 
Proto-Slavonic the ending -s was extended by -ei. 

4 In the third singular and plural, Proto-Indo-European -ti should yield 
Proto-Slavonic -th and such reflexes do occur in parts of East Slavonic. 
However, in Old Church Slavonic as well as in some north Russian 
dialects (including standard Russian), we find tb instead. It is likely 
that the 3 SG -tb developed under the influence of the demonstrative 
pronoun tb 'this', which functioned also as the third-person pronoun 
'he'. From there tb could have spread analogically to the third plural. 
In West Slavonic and West South Slavonic the ending -thl-tb has been 
lost altogether. In other Slavonic languages it shows varying degrees of 
staying power (see section 6). 

5 The 1 DU -ve, instead of the expected -ve (< -ues), is probably ana-
logical to the pronoun ve 'we two' (< yes). 

6 The 1 PL -тъ seems to be a reflex of -топ (compare Attic Greek 
-men, as in pheromen 'we carry'). The ending -mo, which appears in 
some Slavonic languages (see section 6), is probably derived from 
-mós, which is the more common variant of this ending in Proto-Indo-
European (compare Latin -mus from -mós as in ferimus 'we carry'). 
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7 The third plural ending of the athematic conjugation was -ętb (< -ąti). 
The ending -ptb (< -ó-nti) of the -0- and -np- classes spread ana-
logically to the -a-, -ov-a- and -a-j- classes replacing the expected -ętb 
(< -i-e-nti < -i-o-nti). The conjugation II ending -ętb could be 
attributed to the influence of the athematic conjugation or it could 
represent a regular phonetic development of -ei-ntl 

The aorist designated a completed action, without affirming either its dura-
tion or resultative value. As such, it served as the narrative preterite tense. 
Aorist endings were derived from Proto-Indo-European secondary endings 
and were added to the infinitive stem. Proto-Slavonic had three different 
aorist formations. Two of them, the root (or simple) and sigmatic aorists, 
were relics inherited from Proto-Indo-European. The third type appeared 
alongside and eventually replaced the two older types, thus becoming the 
only productive aorist formation in Slavonic. 

The root aorist combined the forms of the Proto-Indo-European 
thematic aorist and imperfect (compare Vedic Sanskrit bharam, Homeric 
Greek pheron T carried'). Its endings were preceded by a thematic vowel 
which was added directly to the verbal root (in other words, the suffix -np-
in the -np- class verbs was omitted). Before -t and -s the thematic vowel 
was -e-\ elsewhere it was -Ó-. 

The root aorist survived in the -0- and -np- class verbs. We know, 
however, from Old Church Slavonic that only in the second and third 
singular was it used regularly with all the verbs of these classes. In other 
persons it was used sporadically with about a dozen stems, such as jbd-
'go', lez- 'climb', mog- 'be able'. 

The sigmatic aorist was found with verbs of the -i- class and with 
sonantic and about twenty consonantic verbs of the -0- class, for example 
greb- 'bury', męt- 'stir', tek- 'run'. The endings of the sigmatic aorist were 
preceded by the formant -s- (hence the name 'sigmatic'), followed in the 
first person of all numbers by the thematic vowel -d-. The root vowel of the 
-0- verbs was lengthened: ič о became i e o. 

Table 3.8 Root aorist paradigms of pad- 'fair and dvig-(np-) 'move' 

SG 1 pad ъ dvigb (< -ó-m, see 3.1.2, note lb) 
2 pade dviže (< -č-s) 
3 pade dviže (< -e-t) 

DU 1 padove dvigovč 
2 padeta dvižeta 
3 padete dvižete 

PL 1 padonrb dvigonrb 
2 padete dvižete 
3 padp dvigę (< -ó-nt) 
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Table 3.9 Sigmatic aorist paradigms of the verbs bod- 'pierce' and 
nos-i- 4carry\ and partial paradigms of čbt- *read\ pbn-/pę- 'stretch', 
mbr-Znter- Adie\ rek- 'say* in Late Proto-SIavonic 

SG 1 Ьавъ (< *bod-s-ó-m) по81хъ (< *nós-I-s-ó-m) 
2 bode (root aorist) nosi (< *nós-I-s-s) 
3 bode (root aorist) nosi (< *nós-I-s-t) 

DU 1 basove nosixove 
2 basta (< *bod-s-ta) nosista (< *nós-!-s-ta) 
3 baste nosiste 

PL 1 Ьавотъ nosixonrb 
2 baste (< *bod-s-te) nosiste 
3 basę (< *bód-s-nt) nosisę (< *nós-I-s-nt) 

1 SG ш ъ (< *klt-s-ó-m) р£въ (< *pen-s-ó-m) 
2 PL čiste (< *kit-s-te) pęste (< *pen-s-te) 
3 PL cisę (< *klt-s-nt) pęsę (< *pen-s-nt) 

1 SG тегхъ (< *mer-s-ó-m) гёхъ (< *rek-s-ó-m) 
2 PL merste (< *mer-s-te) reste (< *rek-s-te) 
3 PL mersę (< *mer-s-nt) reśę (< *rek-s-nt) 

Notes 
1 Forms corresponding to the Proto-SIavonic sigmatic aorist occur in 

some but not all Indo-European languages (compare the Greek aorist 
edeiksa T showed', Latin perfect dixJT said'). Of the immediate neigh-
bours of Proto-SIavonic, this aorist does not occur in either Baltic or 
Germanic. 

2 It is often claimed that the lengthening of the root vowel in the -0- class 
verbs was the result of compensatory lengthening following the simpli-
fication of consonant clusters. However, such a lengthening is not 
observed in analogous situations elsewhere, for example, *ópsa > osa 
'wasp'. It is more probable, therefore, that it was morphophonemic in 
nature. 

3 There were no second and third singular sigmatic aorist forms with the 
consonantic verbs of the -0- class; root-aorist forms were used instead. 

4 In Old Church Slavonic the second and third singular of the sonantic 
verbs were extended by the suffix -tt>, for example, pę(tb), mre(tb). 
This suffix appears to have spread there by analogy from the third 
singular present. 

The productive aorist arose within Proto-SIavonic as an analogical exten-
sion of the sigmatic aorist of the -/- class verbs. In the vocalic verbs (that is, 
all verbs other than those of the -0- class and the consonantic verbs of the 
-np- class) the impulse for this analogical development must have been 
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provided by the forms in which -s- was pre-consonantal, that is, by the 
environments in which all the vocalic class verbs (including -/-) developed 
similarly. Compare the following forms of nos-i- 'carry' and del-a-j- 'do': 

2 SG nosi (< *nós-I-s-s) dčla (< *dčl-a-s-s) 
3 SG nosi (< *nós-I-s-t) dčla (< *del-a-s-t) 
2 PL nosiste (< *nós-I-s-te) dčlaste (< *del-a-s-tč) 

These similarities were analogically extended to the forms in which -s-
was pre-vocalic, that is, to an environment where the phonological 
development of the -i- class verbs was different from that of the other 
vocalic verbs. Thus, such phonologically regular forms as 

1 SG nosixb (< *nós-I-s-ó-m) 
1 PL nosixonn» (< *nós-I-s-ó-món) 
3 PL nosisę (< *nós-I-s-ęt) 

led to the creation of analogical forms as in kaz-a- 'explain', ver-ov-a-
'believe', del-a-j- 'do'; vid-ё- 'see': 

1 SG кагахъ verovaxb dčlaxb vidčxb 
1 PL кагахотъ včrovaxonn> dёlaxomъ vidčxomъ 
3 PL kazaśę včrovaš? dćlasę vidćśę 

In the consonantic verbs, that is, verbs whose infinitive (aorist) stem did 
not end in a vowel (-0- and most -np- verbs), the starting point of the 
analogy must have been the non-lengthened root-aorist forms of the 
second and third singular which, like the corresponding sigmatic aorist 
forms of the -i- class verbs, ended in a vowel; compare from ved- 'lead' and 
nos-i- 'carry': 

Root Sigmatic 
2 SG vede (< *yed-e-s) nosi (< *nós-I-s-s) 
3 SG vede (< *yed-e-t) nosi (< nós-I-s-t) 

Such forms led to the creation of productive aorist forms in which the 
abstracted endings of the -i- class verbs were added to the non-lengthened 
roots of the consonantal verbs. The thematic vowel was -e- in West 
Slavonic and -o- elsewhere. 

West Sla vonic South/East Sla vonic 
1 SG vedexb vedoxb 
1 PL vedexonrb vedoxonrb 
3 PL vedexp (-jcp, from the imperfect) vedośę 

The productive aorist occurred with all the consonantal verbs except for 
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the stems in r, which had sigmatic forms only. In some verbs the productive 
aorist competed with one of the unproductive types (see table 3.10). 

Table ЗЛО Different aorist formations in Old Church Slavonic 
Root Sigmatic Productive 

1 SG 3 PL 1 SG 3 PL 1 SG 3 PL 

шьг-/шге- 'die' тгехъ mreśę 

tj]i-/[j]bd-'go' 
mog- be able 
dvig-nę- 'move' 

idъ 
mogb 
dvigb 

idę 
mogę 
dvigę> 

idoxb 
mogoxb 
dvigoxb 

idosę 
mogosę 
dvigosę 

čbt- 'read' 
[j]bm-/[j]£- 'take' 
rek- 'say' 

čisb 

гёхъ 

cisę 
ęsę 
resę 

CbtOXb 
ęxb 
гекохъ 

ćbtośę 
ęśę 
rekosę 

The imperfect arose as a Slavonic innovation following the reinterpretation 
of the Proto-Indo-European imperfect as the Proto-Slavonic root aorist. It 
indicated non-completion of a past action and stressed the action's dura-
tion or repetition. Because of such a semantic specification, the imperfect 
was restricted almost exclusively to imperfective verbs. The formant of the 
imperfect was complex and consisted of the suffix -ea- or -aa- followed by 
the suffix -х- The endings were those of the root aorist. 

Table 3.11 Paradigms of the imperfect of nes- 'carry% mog- 'be able', 
del-a-j- 'do', vid-e- 'see' and nos-i- 'carry' in Late Proto-Slavonic 

SG 1 певёахъ mozaaxb delaaxb у'хй&ахъ nosaaxi* 
2 nesčaše možaaše dčlaaše vidčaše nošaaše 
3 neseaše možaaše delaaše videaše nošaaše 

DU 1 nesёaxovё možaaxovč dčlaaxovč vidčaxovč nošaaxovč 
2 nesčašeta možaašeta delaašeta vidčašeta nošaašeta 
3 neseašete možaašete dčlaašete videašete nošaašete 

PL 1 певёахотъ možaaxomb dčlaaxoir^ vidčaxonrb nosaaxomb 
2 neseašete možaašete delaašete vidčašete nošaašete 
3 neseaxę možaaxp delaaxę vidčaxp nošaaxp 

Notes 
1 The -я-, -ov-a- and -e- verbs formed the imperfect on the infinitive 

stem, while the -np- and some irregular verbs based it on the present-
tense stem. The imperfect of other verb classes could be interpreted as 
being based on either stem. It appears, however, that the oldest imper-
fects were built on the present-tense stem. After the loss of the inter-
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vocalic yod in the -a-j- class (see note 4, below), the present-tense stem 
was reinterpreted as the infinitive stem, thus providing a model for the 
other classes. 

2 The endings of the imperfect were taken over from the root aorist 
which, as shown above, consisted of the Proto-Indo-European 
secondary endings preceded by a thematic vowel. 

3 The suffix -x- appears to have been introduced into the imperfect from 
the productive aorist. 

4 There is no agreement on the origin of the suffixes -ea- and -aa-. It is 
likely that the suffix was abstracted from the combination of a stem 
vowel and a Proto-Indo-European stative suffix -e- (LPS1. -e-). This 
suffix appeared in the stative verbs of the -e- class, for example, sedeti 
Чо be sitting' (compare Latin sedere Чо be sitting'), in the infinitive 
jbmeti Чо have', contrasted with the present jbmamb 'I have' (compare 
Old High German haben Чо have') and in be-, the imperfective aorist 
stem of the verb byti Чо be' (see note 6, below). It was also present in 
the Latin imperfect, for example legebam T was reading', agebam T 
was acting'. 

For the verbs of the -a-, -ov-a-, -a-j- and -e- classes, the phonetic 
development could be viewed in two ways. The stative suffix -ё- could 
have been added to the yod of the present-tense stem of the -a-j- class 
verbs and changed to a after it (see 2.14). After the intervocalic yod 
was lost, the present-tense stem was reinterpreted as the infinitive stem 
and this formation spread by analogy to the other verb classes. Alter-
natively, the stative suffix was added to the final vowel of the infinitive 
stem and a prothetic yod developed between the two vowels causing 
the change of ё to a. In either case, the loss of the intervocalic yod 
could lead to the contraction of the two vowels in hiatus. Thus, аё > die 
> aia > aa (with a possible contraction to a) and ёё > ё[ё > ё[а > ea (with 
a possible contraction to e or a [ae]). 

With the verbs of the -0-, -nę- and -/- classes, the addition of the 
stative suffix -č- should yield nesexb, moiaxb (< *mog-e-x-o-m), 
dvignexb, nosaxb (< *nós-i-ё-х-о-т), and such forms do in fact occur. 
However, under the influence of the imperfects of the other verb 
classes, these forms were extended by the vowel a, yielding neseaxb, 
mozaaxb, dvigneaxb, nošaaxb. 

5 Therefore, such imperfect forms as nesexb, moiaxb, nosaxb, bijaxb, 
zivexb, idexb could represent the older state of the language, before 
their extension by the vowel д. On the other hand, one cannot exclude 
the possibility that these forms were derived from the younger forms 
neseaxb, mozaaxb, поьаахъ, bijaaxb, ziveaxb, ideaxb, with a con-
traction of the sequences ea or aa, paralleling the development of such 
clearly contracted forms as delaxb, delaše from delaaxb, delaaše. 

6 A special case was that of the verb Чо be', whose forms with the stative 
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suffix -ё- took the endings of the productive aorist and were inter-
preted as the imperfective aorist, while the younger forms, which 
occurred in the third person only, were interpreted as the imperfect 
and were so inflected. Here are the third-person forms of the two 
paradigms: 

Imperfective Aorist Imperfect 
3 SG Ьё beaše 
3 DU bčste beašete 
3 PL besę Ьёахр 

Proto-SIavonic was alone among the Indo-European languages to derive its 
imperative from the Proto-Indo-European optative mood. In the athematic 
verbs the Proto-Indo-European optative took secondary personal endings 
preceded by the optative suffix -\e- ( S G ) / - F - (DU and PL); in the thematic 
ones, the optative suffix was -Ó-T-. 

This distinction was retained in the Proto-SIavonic imperative, but with 
a number of analogical levellings. In the thematic conjugation, the Proto-
Indo-European sequence -o-i- yielded the diphthong -01-, whose length 
may be inferred from its subsequent development into an acute monoph-
thong. After iCthat is, in the -a-, -ov-a, -a-j- classes) the diphthong was 
fronted to -ё\- and monophthongized to -I for example, zna-i- 'know' 
formed 2 SG zna-j-i f rom *zna-i~ei-s f rom *zna-i-di-s and 2 PL zna-j-i-te 
from *zna-i-ei-te from * zna-i-oi-te. In the athematic conjugation, the suffix 
-ie- (SG) was replaced by -й-, which was either derived from -/-o-/-, with 
the expected fronting of о, or was analogical to -Г- (DU and PL), for 
example, dad-/da- 'give' formed 2 SG dad'i from *dad-i-T-s (OCS dazdU 
shortened eventually to dazdb), 2 PL dadite from *dad-T-te. 

This development made of -i- the favourite formant of the imperative, 
leading to its spread to other imperative formations. Thus, in the singular 
of the -0- and -np- classes, -e2-, issued from the monophthongization of 
-o/-, was analogically replaced by -i-, for example, OCS 2 SG beri 'take!', 
rbci 'say!', dvigni 'move!' (versus OCS 2 PL berete, rbcete, dvignete). The 
Old Church Slavonic forms rbci (of rek- 'say') or moji (of mog- 'be able') 
show that the analogical replacement of -e2- by -i- took place after the 
second palatalization of velars. The suffix -/- occurred also with all the 
imperative forms of conjugation II verbs: for example 2 SG nosi(< *nos-i-s), 
nosite 'carry!', тьш(< *min-J-s)> mbnite 'think!'. 

Morphologically least marked verbal forms were the infinitive and supine. 
Like all the non-finite forms, they were not inflected for person, tense or 
mood. In fact, they distinguished only aspect and genus, the two obligatory 
categories of the verb. The infinitive and supine endings, -ti and -fz>, were 
originally case forms of Proto-Indo-European deverbal nouns in the suffix 
-t- inflected as the -i- and -й- stems respectively. The form of the supine 
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and its function (specification of goal or purpose with verbs of motion) 
point to the accusative singular in -um as its Proto-Indo-European source. 
The specific case from which the infinitive was derived is more difficult to 
establish. Its semantic affinity is with the dative; however, the i of the 
infinitive ending is acute, implying that it was derived from the long diph-
thong ei, which characterizes the ending of the locative singular (see 3.1.2). 
The infinitive tended to displace the functionally more restricted supine 
and, unlike the latter, remained in most Slavonic languages. It also influ-
enced the phonetic development of the supine in the velar stems of the -0-
class verbs. Thus, the Old Church Slavonic supine of рек- 'bake' was peštb 
from PSI. pek-t-й-т by analogy to the infinitive pesti from PS1. pek-t-ei 
(see 2.23). Because of its semantic and formal simplicity, the infinitive is 
traditionally used as the citation ('dictionary') form of the Slavonic verb. 

Some Proto-Slavonic forms combined the functions of verbs with those of 
adjectives or nouns. The former are known as participles, the latter as 
verbal nouns. 

Participles were inflected for the adjectival categories of case, number, 
gender and specificity and for the verbal categories of aspect, genus and 
tense. However, participial tense distinctions were defined in relative rather 
than absolute terms: actions contemporaneous with the tense of the main 
verb were expressed by present participles, while the actions anterior to it, 
were expressed by past participles. In addition, transitive verbs showed 
distinctions of voice (active versus passive), and past active participles were 
either resultative or non-resultative. These distinctions yielded five par-
ticiples: present active, present passive, past active non-resultative, past 
active resultative and past passive. 

The present active participle was marked by the Proto-Indo-European 
suffix -nt- (compare Latin amans, amantis 'loving') added to the present-
tense stem and, except in the nominative singular masculine/neuter, 
extended by the suffix -/-. The present-tense suffix was -ó-1-i-ó- in con-
jugation I verbs, with -i-o- fronted to -i-e- in the nominative singular 
masculine/neuter, but retained by analogy in the other cases (compare 
3.2.2, note 7), and -ei- in conjugation II verbs. In the athematic verbs, the 
original formant of the present active participle must have been -ęt- from 

However, its only trace is the rare OCS vedę 'knowing'; more recent 
forms show an analogical thematic -ęt- from -o-nt-. 

The declension of the present active participle followed the Proto-Indo-
European athematic type in the NOM SG м (-5), NOM SG N (-0), NOM SG F 
(-1-0), NOM PL м (-es), and the thematic -i-ó- (M/N) and -i-a- (F) types in 
the other cases. The vowel о in the NOM SG M -ó-nt-s and NOM SG N -o-nt-0 
is expected to be lengthened and raised to щ > у (see 3.1.2, note 2a). This 

is how it develops in South Slavonic but not in East Slavonic and Czech/ 
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Slovak where instead of -y we find -a. Since -a occurred also sporadically 
in Old Polish (next to -ę), one could posit an Early Proto-SIavonic dialect 
isogloss separating the South Slavonic -ii, (with vowel raising) from the 
North Slavonic о (without vowel raising or nasalization). Alternatively, this 
discrepancy may be explained as a late East Slavonic and Czech/Slovak 
analogical accommodation to the nominative singular masculine/neuter of 
other verb classes in which -ó'derived from -ę\ compare * nosa from *nosę 
of nos-i- 'carry'. In this explanation the Old Polish -a forms would be 
considered a borrowing from Old Czech. 

The present passive participle was formed from the present-tense stem 
of transitive, mostly imperfective verbs by the addition of the suffix -m-. In 
the -i- presents of conjugation I the thematic suffix -o- was fronted to -e-; 
the -ei- of conjugation II verbs was monophthongized to -/-. Athematic 
verbs showed an analogical -Ó-. The declension was that of the -o- (M/N) 
and -a- (F) stems. 

The following are various Late Proto-SIavonic nominative singular 
masculine present passive participle forms: nes- 'carry': rtesorrrb, del-a-j-
'do': delajemъ, vid-ё- 'see': vidimb, ved- 'know': v&fomb. 

The past active participle was derived from the Proto-Indo-European 
suffix -iis'/-ues-/-uós'. In Slavonic this suffix was simplified to -us-/-uus-
and extended by in forms other than the nominative singular masculine/ 
neuter (similarly to the present active participle), yielding EPS1. -MS-/-WWS-
> bi-/-vb5- (see 2.10(b)). It was added to the infinitive stem. The suffix 
-Ъ5- occurred with the verbs of the -0- and -i- classes and with the con-
sonantic verbs of the -np- class; the suffix -vbš- occurred elsewhere. In the 
-i- class the stem final i > / before a vowel, causing the expected yodization 

Table 3.12 Present active participle forms of mog- 'be able\ del-a-j-
'do', nos-i- 'carry9 in Late Proto-SIavonic 

NOM SG M / N 
NOM SG F 
NOM PL M 
GEN SG M / N 

mogy/moga 
mogpt'i 
mogpt'e 
mogpt'a 

delaję 
dčlajpt'i 
dčlajpt'e 
dčlajpt'a 

nosę 
nosęt'i 
nosęt'e 
nosęta 

Table 3.13 Past active participle forms of ved- 4ead\ dvig-(np-) 
'move', pros-i- 'ask', del-a-j- 6do\ vid-e- 'see' in Late Proto-SIavonic 

NOM SG M / N 
NOM SG F 
NOM PL M 
GEN SG M / N 

vedъ 
vedъši 
vedъše 
vedbša 

dvigb prošb 
dvig^>ši prošbši 
dvigbše prošbše 
dvig>ša prošbša 

dčlavb vidčvb 
dčlavbši vidčvbši 
delavbše vidčvbše 
dčlavbša vidčvbša 
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Table 3.14 Selected nominative singular masculine past passive 
participle forms in Late Proto-Slavonic 

рьп-/р£- 'climb' 
jbm-/ję- łseize' 

u-kaz-a- indicate' 
st-del-a-j- 'make' 
pri-ved- 'bring' 
dvig-(nę-) 'move' 

pętb (< po-) 
jętb (< Ф-) 

икагапъ 
sbdelanb 
privedenb 
dviženb 
dvignovenb 

рьг-/рег- 'push' 
tbr-/ter- 'rub' 

dar-ov-a 'donate' 
u-vide- 'see' 
nos-i- 'carry' 
rod-i- 'give birth' 

pr'tb 
tf'tb 

darovaivb 
uvidenb 
nosenb 
rod епъ 

changes (see 2.10). As in the present active participle, the declension was 
athematic in the nominative singular of all genders and in the nominative 
plural masculine; in other cases it followed the thematic -i-o- (M/N) and 
-1-5- (F) types. 

The resultative participle indicated the result of a completed action. It 
was formed with the suffix -/- added to the infinitive stem. The declension 
was that of the -o- (M/N) and -a- (F) stems. The resultative participle was 
regularly used in compound verbal categories (perfect, conditional), where 
it was accompanied by a finite form of the verb Чо be': jesmb nestb T have 
carried', Ыть/Ьухъ nestb T would carry'. 

The following are various Late Proto-Slavonic nominative singular 
masculine resultative participle forms: рек- 'bake': pektb, vęd-(np-) 
' fade': vędtb, zbr-e-j- 'mature' : zbretb, gor-e- 'burn' : goretb. 

The past passive participle was formed with the suffixes -t- or -n- added 
to the infinitive stem. The declension was that of the -o- (M/N) and -a- (F) 
stems. The suffix -t- occurred with the sonantic and most semivocalic verbs 
of the -0- class; the root diphthong in these stems was in the zero ablaut 
grade. The suffix -n- occurred elsewhere. In the consonantic -0- and in the 
-np- and -/- classes, -n- was linked to the stem by the thematic vowel -e-
before which the stem final -1- became -/- with the expected yodization 
changes in the preceding consonant (see 2.10 and table 3.14). 

The verbal noun was a -i-o- stem neuter noun formed from the stem of 
the past passive participle by the addition of the suffix -Ц- > -ьу- Unlike the 
past passive participle, which was typically formed from transitive verbs 
only, the verbal noun was formed from both transitive and intransitive 
verbs. Like all nouns, the verbal noun was inflected for case and number in 
addition to being marked for aspect and genus, the obligatory categories of 
the verb. 

The following are various Late Proto-Slavonic verbal nouns: pri-nes-
'bring' iprinesenbje ' the bringing', dvig-(np-) 'move' \dvizenbje 'movement ' , 
del-a-j- 'do':delanbje ' the doing', тьп-ё- 'consider ' :тьпёпье 'considera-
tion', nos-i- 'carry'\nosenbje ' the carrying', jbm-lję- 'seizś-. jęti je 'seizure'. 
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4 Syntax 
Syntactic relationships deal with the interdependence of words in sentences 
or in segments of sentences (syntactic constructions). These relationships 
may be purely semantic (for example, agent, patient, beneficiary) or they 
may represent different levels of linguistic structure: syntagmatic (subject, 
direct or indirect object, predicate, complement) or paradigmatic (case, 
gender, person). The latter enter into larger classes of morphosyntactic 
relationships, known as grammatical categories (compare 3.1.1 and 3.2.1). 
Research on Proto-Slavonic syntax has concentrated on the reconstruction 
of grammatical categories and of the rules governing their occurrence in 
sentences, and it is with these topics that the following cursory survey will 
be concerned. 

Some syntactic relationships were expressed by a system of government, 
whereby a verb, a noun or a preposition required a particular form of a 
noun - its case. Features of government distinguished also between transi-
tive and intransitive verbs, the latter specifying an obligatory absence of 
the direct object. Distinctions of government were an inherent feature of 
the verb. 

Case distinctions expressed the opposition between the grammatical terms 
'subject' and 'direct object', the subject being indicated by the nominative, 
and the direct object by the accusative or genitive (see below). By contrast, 
the semantic terms 'agent' and 'patient' were not so specified. This distinc-
tion was involved in the contrast between the reflexive and passive 
constructions. While the subject-oriented reflexive constructions indicated 
the centrality of the subject in the action or state expressed by the verb and 
neutralized the opposition between the agent and the patient (compare 
3.2.1), the patient-oriented passive constructions contained an obligatory 
patient, expressed by the nominative of the subject, and an optional agent 
expressed by an oblique case or a prepositional phrase. Thus, the subject 
could designate the agent in active constructions: mojb sy/гъ sbpase zenę 
'my son saved a woman'; the patient in passive constructions: zena 
sbpasena bystb 'the woman was saved'; or either of these terms in reflexive 
constructions: zena sę srbpase 'the woman saved herself' or 'the woman was 
saved'. 

In addition to personal constructions (active, passive and reflexive), Proto-
Slavonic had impersonal (or subjectless) constructions which neutralized 
the categories of person/number/gender, expressing them by the third 
person singular (neuter), the least marked finite form of the verbal 
paradigm. Impersonal verbs were either intransitive or reflexive. They 
occurred in predications indicating involuntary or natural phenomena: ne 
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хъг'егъ sę 'one does not feel like it', mbnitb sę 'it seems', grbmitb 'there is 
thunder', smr'ditb 'there is a bad smell'. 

In personal constructions, the category of person contained in the inflec-
tional endings of the first- and second-person forms allowed the omission 
of the subject pronoun: vemb 'I know', vesi 'thou knowest'. Overt 
expression of the subject was reserved for emphasis: агъ vemb 'I know', ty 
vesi 'thou knowest'. 

The main uses of cases were as follows: 

The nominative was the case of the subject and of the predicative comple-
ment: ta zena be neplody 'this woman was barren'; 

The accusative was a typical case of the direct object: ova zena rodi dbt'erb 
'that woman gave birth to a daughter'. It also denoted extent with 
temporal and spatial expressions: ona sę jestb trudila vbsb dbnb 'she has 
worked all day'; 

The genitive expressed subordination in a sequence of two nouns or of a 
numeral and a noun (possessive and partitive functions): nozb otbca 
'father's knife', pętb synovb 'five sons'. In certain marked environments, 
the genitive replaced the accusative as the case of the direct object. One 
such situation was when the falling together of the nominative and 
accusative singular endings of the masculine -o- and -й- stems (see 
3.1.2, notes 2b and 4) created a potential confusion between the subject 
and direct object. To preserve this distinction, the accusative -ъ was 
replaced by the genitive -a in nouns denoting male persons: mojb bratrb 
sbrete pętbnika 'my brother met a traveller'. The resulting accusative/ 
genitive syncretism led to the creation of a masculine personal sub-
gender, also known as virile. This process continued in the histories of 
individual Slavonic languages, culminating in the creation of the (mascu-
line) animate subgender. In addition, the genitive denoted quantification 
as a direct object of verbs: nalija vody 'he poured some water'. This 
usage included the direct object of negated verbs: ne dastb vody 'he did 
not give any water', as well as of verbal substantives and supines: 
lovl'enbje rybb 'the catching of fish', pride lovitb гуЬъ 'he came to catch 
fish'; 

The dative was a directional case and, as such, served as the case of the 
indirect object: ne dastb jemu vody 'he did not give him any water'. It 
also indicated the agent/beneficiary in impersonal constructions and 
functioned as the subject of the infinitive in the 'dative with infinitive' 
constructions: jemu sę ne xbt'etb 'he does not feel like it', tomu ne byti 
'this will not happen'; 

The locative denoted localization in time or space: zime 'in wintertime', 
gore 'above'; 
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The instrumental was a case of an accessory to the performance of an 
action; it denoted an instrument, means or manner of performance: 
rezati nozemb Чо cut with a knife', pomajati rękę Чо wave with one's 
hand', jedinoję 'once'. 

Except for the nominative, different cases occurred in prepositional 
phrases, with particular prepositions governing particular cases; for 
example и -I- genitive 'near', pro + accusative 4hrough', къ + dative Чо', о 
+ locative 'about', sb + instrumental 'with' (as accompaniment). The 
meaning of some prepositional phrases depended on the case of the 
dependent noun or pronoun, for example vb 'in' or na 'on' denoted direc-
tion with the accusative but location with the locative. 

Attributive relationships between modifiers (adjectives, gendered pro-
nouns, numerals from '1' to '4', participles) and their heads (typically, 
nouns) were expressed by agreement in case, number and gender: Sb 
dobrbjb исеткъ 'this good (male) pupil', si dobraja učenica 'this good 
(female) pupil'. 

5 Lexis 

5.1 General composition of the word-stock 
The Proto-Slavonic lexical stock, as reconstructed through a comparison of 
the vocabularies of all the Slavonic languages, belonged to the sphere of 
man's physical environment and emotional concerns, personal attributes, 
family and community ties, occupations, basic needs and desires, feelings 
and sensations. Many Proto-Slavonic words had cognates in other Indo-
European languages and may, therefore, be considered a Proto-Indo-
European inheritance. Others were particular to Balto-Slavonic or 
Proto-Slavonic, representing local innovations or borrowings from the 
languages with which the Slavs came into contact. The different origins of 
Proto-Slavonic words may be gleaned through an examination of several 
primitive semantic categories and through a survey of lexical borrowings. 
In the lists below, Slavonic reconstructions are given in their Late Proto-
Slavonic form. 

5.2 Patterns of borrowing 
The lexical stock of Proto-Slavonic includes a number of loan-words from 
the languages of various tribes and nations who were neighbours of the 
early Slavs. The earliest lexical or semantic borrowings were from the north 
Iranian languages of the Scythian, Sarmatian and Alanie tribes. Many of 
these borrowings had religious connotations and included such terms as 
bogb 'god', divb 'demon', gatati 'to divine', rajb 'paradise', s v ętb 'holy', as 
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well as the name of the supreme Slavonic pagan deity, Svarogb. However, 
such non-religious terms as jaščerb 'serpent', patriti Чо look after', radi 'for 
the purpose of', sobaka 'dog', toporb 'axe', xata 'house', x vala 'glory' are 
also of Iranian origin. 

A few words may have originated in Celtic: for example bagno 'bog', 
jama 'cave', korsta 'canker', seta 'grief, sluga 'servant', tragb 'foot(step)'. 

The more numerous loans from Germanic testify to the duration and 
intensity of contacts between the Slavonic and Germanic tribes. Before the 
Great Migrations these borrowings were taken from Proto-Germanic and 
Gothic; later, at the time of the Slavonic colonization of Central Europe, 
the main source of Germanic borrowings were Old High German dialects. 
Here are some examples of early Germanic loan-words: duma 'thought', 
gotoviti ' to prepare' , kupiti ' to buy', kusiti ' to try', 1ёкъ 'medication', lixva 
'usury', Ibstb 'cunning', mečb 'sword', р(къ 'host', stbklo 'glass', selmb 
'helmet', t'ud'b 'foreign', tynb 'fence', xpdogb 'wise', x 1ёЬъ 'bread', xlevb 
'stall', Jt/тъ 'hill', xytb 'house'. The later loans were often dialect specific: 
bl'udo 'dish', buky 'writing', gobbjiti 'to be fruitful', gonoziti 'to rescue', 
istbba 'house' , myto Чах', smoky 'fig', useręgb 'earring', vf togordh 
'orchard', opica 'monkey', penęjb 'coin', plugb 'plough', stodoła 'barn', 
and korl'b 'king', perhaps the most celebrated Germanic loan-word in 
Slavonic, derived from the name of Charlemagne (Old High German 
Kar(a)l). Germanic also served as a transmitting channel for many Latin 
and, occasionally, Greek words entering Proto-Slavonic: cesar ь (Latin 
Caesar) 'emperor', cr'ky (Greek kyrikón) 'church', cersn'a (Popular Latin 
ceresia) 'cherry', dbska (Latin discus) 'board', kotb (Popular Latin cattus) 
'cat', kotbtb (Popular Latin catillus) 'kettle', ocbtb (Latin acetum) 
'vinegar', osbtb (Latin asinus) 'ass', raka (Latin area) 'casket', velbbędb 
(Greek elephas, -antos 'elephant') 'camel'. 

Some Greek and especially Latin words seem to have entered Slavonic 
without Germanic mediation; for example, kadb 'pail', korab'b 'boat', 
polata 'abode' - from Greek; konopa 'flax', lęt'a 'lentil', lot'ika 'lettuce', 
(na)gorditi 'to replace', poganb 'peasant', port'a 'lot, work', skędelb 'tile, 
crockery', vino 'wine' - from Latin. At the end of Slavonic linguistic unity, 
Greek and Latin provided models for the nascent Slavonic Christian 
terminology, the choice of the language reflecting the division of Slavdom 
into Byzantine and Roman ecclesiastic domains; for example, adb 'hell', 
dijavotb 'devil', idolb 'idol', роръ 'priest', psabbmb 'psalm', sębota 
'Sabbath', xrizma 'consecrated ointment' - from Greek; kolęda 'calendae', 
котъкай 'to communicate', kriib 'cross', mbša 'mass', olbtarb 'altar', 
papeib 'pope', Шъ 'Jew' - from Latin. 

The relations of the Slavs with various Turkic tribes (chiefly Bulgars, 
Khazars and Pechenegs) were reflected in such local borrowings as bagbrb 
'purple', bisbrb 'pearls', bogatyr'b 'hero', bol' агтъ 'nobleman', кагь 
'black', kolpakbfklobukb 'hat', kovbčegb 'box', Wbriiga 'book', sanb 
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'dignity', sapogh łboot' , sokačijb 'cook, butcher', suje 'in vain', tfmačb 
'interpreter', tbma 'myriad', хъте1'ь 'hops'. 

5.3 Incorporation of borrowings 
The mechanism of the incorporation of borrowings into Slavonic allows us 
to distinguish between productive and unproductive morphological classes, 
the former admitting loan-words, the latter not. Borrowed nouns are found 
in the following productive stem types: -ó-1-i-ó- (plugb 'plough' from Old 
High German pfluog, korl'b 'king' from Old High German Kar(a)l, that is 
Charlemagne), -a-/-i-a- (stodoła 'barn' from Old High German stadaVsty', 
konop a 'flax' from Popular Latin canapis), -i- (kadb 'pail' from Byzantine 
Greek kadion), and -й-1-йи (buky 'letter' from Gothic bdka). Borrowed 
verbs made their way into the following productive classes: -nę- (goneznęti 
'to be rescued' from Gothic ganisan 'to recover'), -ov-a- (kupovati 'to buy' 
from Gothic kaupon 'to trade'), -a-j- (котъкаН 'to communicate' from 
Latin communicare), and -i- (kusiti 'to try' from Gothic kausjan 'to test'). 

As for the gender of borrowed nouns, one notes a very low incidence of 
neuter. Thus, Germanic masculine and feminine nouns retained, as a rule, 
their gender in Slavonic (for example, х{тъ 'hill' from Germanic mascu-
line *hulmaz, Ibstb 'cunning' from Gothic feminine lists). On the other 
hand, Germanic neuter nouns switched to the masculine gender in Slavonic 
(for example, xlevb 'sty' from Germanic neuter *hlaiwan 'grave, hole'). 

5.4 Lexical fields 

5.4.1 Colour terms 
Most Proto-SIavonic colour terms have Proto-Indo-European etymologies. 

The term for 'white' was bel-: PIE bhai-l-, a variant of PIE bha-l-
'shining'; compare OCS beh>, Lithuanian baltas, Sanskrit bhalas 'shine', 
Greek phalós 'shining'. 

There were two terms for 'black': crn- which was basic and УОГЛЪ, used 
to describe an animal's colouring. The former was derived from PIE krsn-; 
compare OCS сгьпъ, Old Prussian kirsnan, Sanskrit krwas; the latter was 
BS1. uarn-: compare OCS vranъ 'black', Lithuanian varnas 'raven'. 

Proto-SIavonic used two Proto-Indo-European roots in its terms for 
'red'. The basic term was derived from cr'mw. PIE krm-i- 'worm, vermin' 
(compare Lithuanian kirmis, Sanskrit krmis), a type of scale insect (dacty-
lopius coccus) from which cochineal, a red dye, was produced; it yielded 
an adjectival derivative, сг'тьпъ 'red'. From its variant cr'vb 'worm', the 
verb cr'viti 'to dye red' was derived, with its past passive participle 
cr'vl'em* 'dyed red', hence 'red'. The terms for '(brownish) red' were 
derived from the roots rud-/rus-tryd' -, ablaut variants of PIE reudh-; 
compare Czech rudy, Lithuanian raudas 'bay', Sanskrit rohitas, Latin 
rufus, Greek ereuthd 'I blush'; OCS гитёпъ (< *róudh-тёп-); ChSl. гшъ, 
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Lithuanian radsvas, Latin russus (< *roudh-s-); ChSi. ryzdb 'yellow red', 
Lithuanian riidis 'rust' (< *rvidh-i-). 

The terms for 'green' and 'yellow' were derived from two Proto-Indo-
European root variants, g'hel-/ghol-/g'hl- and ghel-/ghol-/gh(. The 
former yielded PSI. zel-/zol-/zf-; compare OCS zelenb 'green', zlato 
'gold', zlbčb 'bile' and Lithuanian zelti 'overgrow', zeltas 'golden', zalias 
'green'. The latter gave PS1. i\'t- 'yellow'; compare Church Slavonic zlhtb 
and Lithuanian geltas 'yellow', Latin helvus 'yellow', Greek khólos, khole 
'bile, gall'. 

There were no general Indo-European terms for 'blue' or 'grey'. Proto-
Slavonic used three roots in several derivatives to denote a wide range of 
blue-grey hues. (1) PS1. si- from PIE k'i-; compare sirvb/sirtbjh 'livid, dark 
blue', sivb 'silver, grey', East Slavonic s/zb 'grey', Lithuanian šemas 'bluish 
grey', syvas 'grey', šezis 'blackbird', Sanskrit śyamas 'dark grey, black'; (2) 
EPS1. Jcdi-; compare ChSl. serb 'grey', OCS sedb 'grey-haired'; (3) PS1. 
polv- from PIE pel-/pól-, in Slavonic extended by -и-; compare OCS 
plavb, with meanings ranging from 'pale' (hence, 'fallow, blond') to 'grey' 
(hence, 'blue'), Greek peliós 'pale, dark-grey', Latin pallidus 'pale'. 

Proto-Slavonic had no term for 'brown' proper. It did, however, have 
adjectives denoting a swarthy complexion and brown hair colour: smedb! 
snedb (for people) and gnedb (for animals). Neither term has a reliable 
Indo-European etymology. 

The term bagbrb 'purple' and its derivatives appear in South and East 
Slavonic only. It was borrowed from Turkic. 

5.4.2 Body parts 
Many Proto-Slavonic terms for body parts have reliable Indo-European 
etymologies: 

oko, ocese'eye' from PIE ok*-; compare OCS oko, ocese, Lithuanian akis, 
Sanskrit NOM DU ak$T, Greek ops, Latin oculus. 

uxo, ušese 'ear' from PIE óus-; compare OCS uxo, ušese, Lithuanian ausis, 
Greek ous, Latin auris. 

nosb 'nose' from PIE nas-/nas-; compare Old Russian nosb, Lithuanian 
nósis, Sanskrit nasa, Latin naris, 

usta 'mouth' from PIE aus-los-; compare OCS usta, Lithuanian uostas 
'mouth of a river', Sanskrit otfhas 'lip', Latin austium, ostium 'mouth of 
a river'. 

bry, brbve 'brow' from PIE bhru-; compare OCS brhvh, brbve, Lithu-
anian bruvis, Sanskrit bhrus, Greek ophrys, Old High German brawa, 

kry, кгъve 'blood' from PIE kreu-lkru-; compare Old Russian kry, krbve, 
Lithuanian kraujas, Sanskrit kravis 'raw meat', Greek kreas 'raw meat', 
Latin cruor. 

sr'dbce 'heart' from PIE k'rd-; compare OCS srhdbce, Lithuanian širdis, 
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Greek ker and kardia, Latin cor, cordis, Gothic hairtó. 
чокъ 'hair' from PIE uóls-; compare OCS vlasъ, Lithuanian valal 'horse-

hair', Avestan varasa-, Greek oulos 'curly'. 
nogbtb '(fmger)nail' from PIE nogh-; compare OCS nogbtb, Lithuanian 

nagiitis, Greek onyks, ónykhos, Latin unguis, Old High German nagal 
(compare noga below). 

(v)ętroba 'entrails' from PIE o/ent(e)r-; compare OCS ptroba 'womb' (in 
other Slavonic languages also 'liver' or 'heart'), Sanskrit antram, Greek 
enteron, Latin interior 'inner'. 

Some terms are Balto-Slavonic in origin: 

golva 'head' from BS1. galua; compare OCS glava, Lithuanian galva. 
grdlo 'throat' from BS1. giirdl-; compare Old Russian gbrlo, Lithuanian 

gurklys. 
ręka 'hand, arm' from BS1. ranka; compare OCS ręka, Lithuanian ranka. 
noga 'leg, foot' from BS1 naga; compare OCS noga, Lithuanian naga 'hoof 

(see nogbtb above). 
pr'stb 'finger' from BS1. pirst-; compare OCS prbstb, Lithuanian pirštas 

(also Sanskrit pffiham 'peak'). 

5.4.3 Kinship terms 
Kinship terms belong to the oldest layer of Proto-SIavonic vocabulary. 
Several of them are part of the Proto-Indo-European heritage, while those 
which are specifically Balto-Slavonic or Proto-SIavonic have identifiable 
Indo-European roots and suffixes. 

PSI. mati, -ere 'mother'; dbt'i, -ere 'daughter'; bratrh 'brother' came from 
athematic stems in the suffix -ter/-tdr/-tr\ PIE ma-ter, dhiighd-ter, 
bhra-ter. In Balto-Slavonic the former two retained some features of the 
athematic declension; compare OCS mati, -ere, dbšti, -ere, Ьш(г)ъ, 
-a; Lithuanian móte, -ers 'woman', dukte, -ers, brólis (< *broter-elis, a 
diminutive formation); Sanskrit mata, duhita, bhrata; Greek meter, 
thygater, phrater; Old High German muoter, tohter, bruodor. 

PSI. sestra 'sister' (with an epenthetic t) was derived from PIE s(u)esor, an 
athematic -r- stem which transferred in Slavonic to the -a- stems; 
compare OCS sestra, Lithuanian sesuo, -ers, Sanskrit s vas a, Latin soror, 
Gothic swistar. 

PIE pa-ter and at- both denoted 'father'. The former, in its zero grade, was 
the probable source of PS1. strhjb 'paternal uncle'. The latter, extended 
by the suffix -ik-, gave PS1. otbcb 'father'; compare Greek, Latin and 
Gothic atta 'father', with expressive gemination. 

PS1. svekry 'husband's mother' from PIE suek'riis, an -й- stem which in 
Slavonic shows a plain velar; compare OCS svekry, Sanskrit ś vas rus, 
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Greek hekyra 'stepmother', Latin socrus 'mother-in-law'. 
PS1. эупъ 'son' from PIE svinvis; compare OCS Бупъ, Lithuanian suniis, 

Sanskrit siinus, Greek hyiós. 
PSI. zętb 'a male kinsman' was probably derived from PIE g'en- 'give 

birth'; compare OCS zętb 'bridegroom', Russian zjat' 'son-in-law' or 
'brother-in-law', Lithuanian zentas 'son-in-law', Sanskrit jnatis, Greek 
gndtós 'relative'. 

PS1. гъ/у, -bve 'sister-in-law' was an -й- stem related to Greek galods, 
Latin glds, gldris 'sister-in-law'. 

PS1. zena 'woman, wife' from PIE gwena; compare OCS zena, Sanskrit 
janis, Greek gyne, Gothic q ind 'woman'. 

PSI. mpžb 'man, husband' from PIE man-g-i-o-s; compare OCS męib, 
Sanskrit manus, Gothic manna 'man'. 

6 Dialects 
It is highly probable that the process of dialect differentiation marking the 
end of the Early Proto-Slavonic period, began soon after the sixth century 
AD, when the Slavs spread throughout central and south-eastern Europe. It 
is more difficult to determine when these dialect distinctions became so 
pronounced as to justify the assumption of the dissolution of Proto-
Slavonic linguistic unity and of the rise of separate Slavonic languages. The 
commonly accepted dating of this process into the ninth-tenth century is 
based primarily on the political events of the period, such as the attainment 
of statehood by Bulgaria, Carantania, Croatia, Serbia, Moravia, Pannonia, 
Bohemia, Poland and Kievan Rus' (see maps 3.2 and 3.4). There is little 
doubt, however, that by the ninth century there emerged at least three 
distinct dialects, South Slavonic, East Slavonic and West Slavonic, the 
latter two grouped as North Slavonic (see map 3.1). 

Note: In the following list of isoglosses, only the features not mentioned in 
the earlier sections of this survey are provided with examples. Features 
mentioned before are cross-referenced appropriately but no examples are 
cited. 

Some of the features which distinguished South Slavonic (S) from North 
Slavonic (N) were as follows: 

1 PSI #aRC II S #RaC versus N #RaC(see 2.22(a)). 
2 PSI. ę II S ę versus N ę [£] (see 2.27(c)). 
3 Accusative plural of the -i-o- and -i-a- stems II S -ę versus N -e3 (see 

3.1.2). 
4 Instrumental singular of the -o- stems II S -оть versus N -ъть, for 

example OCS godomb 'year' versus Old Russian godbmb (see 3.1.2). 
5 Nominative singular masculine present active participle II S -у versus N 

-a (see 3.2.2). 
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6 Verbal prefix 'out' II S jbz- versus N vy-, for example, OCS iz-bbrati 
4o elect' versus Old Russian vy-bbrati. 

The most important features which distinguished West Slavonic (W) from 
both South Slavonic and East Slavonic (S/E) were as follows: 

1 EPS1. xČ2 sk^ киё2 gw^ II W šč see kve gve versus S / E se sce cvejve. 
These are some of the reflexes of the second and third palatalizations 
of velars (see 2.19); compare LOC SG EPS1. uask-e^ 'wax': Old Czech 
vošče, OCS vosce. 

2 PSI. ti dl II W tl dl versus S/E / (see 2.20). Note that many Slovene 
dialects have tl dl, while some Western Russian dialects have kl gl. 

3 First singular and third plural productive aorist II W -ехъ -exp versus 
S/E -ось -osę (see 3.2.2, p. 100). 
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Map 3.2 
Administrative 
division of East-
Central Europe in 
the ninth century 

The tripartite division of Slavonic soon gave way to a highly differentiated 
dialect picture (see map 3.3). South Slavonic split into a Western and an 
Eastern dialect, the former consisting of pre-literary Slovene and Serbo-
Croat, the latter of Bulgarian and Macedonian. Practically all extant texts 
of canonical Old Church Slavonic may be considered examples of literary 
Eastern South Slavonic. West Slavonic distinguished three dialect groups. 
The largest was Lechitic, the common ancestor of Polish, Cassubian, 
Slovincian and Polabian and of the extinct Slavonic Pomeranian dialects 
attested to by the many surviving place names and a few personal names 
mentioned in medieval chronicles. The two smaller ones were Sorbian, 
from which modern Lower and Upper Sorbian are derived, and Czech/ 
Slovak consisting of Czech and Slovak. East Slavonic split first into South-
western and North-Eastern (Russian) variants, the former being the 
forerunner of Ukrainian and Belorussian. 
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Map 3.3 
Schematic 
distribution of 
Slavonic dialects in 
the tenth century 

Western South Slavonic (WS) differed from both Eastern South Slavonic 
and North Slavonic (ES/N) by the following features: 

1 Phonemic pitch was retained in WS but lost in ES/N, for example 
Serbo-Croat NOM SG ruka 'hand', ACC SG ruku versus Polish ręka, 
rękę. 

2 The Proto-SIavonic circumflex (see 2.26) yielded vocalic length in WS 
but brevity in ES/N. 

3 Proto-SIavonic front vowels did not palatalize the preceding consonant 
in WS but did palatalize them in ES/N, for example, Serbo-Croat й 
'for you', deset k 10' versus Polish ci, dziesięć. 

In Western South Slavonic and West Slavonic the Proto-SIavonic strong 
jers fell together, while in Eastern South Slavonic and East Slavonic they 
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Based on map 19 in Konrad Jażdżewski (1949) Atlas do pradziejów Słowian, Łódź: 
LTN. 

did not; for example, PS1. dbnb 'day', бъпь 'sleep': Serbo-Croat dan, san, 
Czech den, sen versus OCS dbnb, УЪЛЪ, Russian den, son. 

In Eastern South Slavonic and West Slavonic the epenthetic / derived from 
the Proto-Slavonic sequences of a labial (P) + j, across a morphemic 
boundary, was lost yielding P', while in Western South Slavonic and East 
Slavonic it is retained as P/' (see 2.10(c)). 

In Czech/Slovak and South Slavonic the syllabic function of Proto-
Slavonic syllabic liquids was retained yielding CĘLC, while in East Slavonic, 
Lechitic and Sorbian it was transferred to a vowel yielding CVRC (see 
2.22(b)). 
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Proto-Slavonic soft r' hardened in Czech/Slovak and South Slavonic and 
was retained in East Slavonic; in Lechitic and Sorbian it hardened before 
hard dentals and was retained in other positions, for example, PS1. tvr'dbjb 
'hard', tvfditi Чо affirm': Czech tvrdy, tvrditi versus Russian tvkrdyy\ 
tverdit' versus Polish twardy, twierdzić. 

The reflexes of PS1. CeRC CaRC are threefold (see 2.22(c)); in South 
Slavonic and Czech/Slovak CReC CRaC, in East Slavonic CeRoC CaRoC, 
in Lechitic and Sorbian CzReC CdRaC(note, however, the following point 
on groups involving an /). 

Sorbian, Polish, Czech/Slovak and South Slavonic retained a distinction 
between PS1. CelC and CalC, while Western Lechitic (that is, Cassubian -
including Slovincian — and Polabian) and East Slavonic merged them as 
CalC (see 2.22(b)). 

Sorbian, Polish and Czech distinguished between PSI. С/' С and C/C, while 
in Slovak, Western Lechitic and South and East Slavonic С/' С merged 
with C/C (see 2.22(b)). 

PSI. e yielded the low vowel [ae] in Lechitic and Bulgarian, while in other 
Slavonic languages it tended to have high reflexes, e or i (see 2.27(b)). 

PSI. p tended to be rounded ({/ or p) in North Slavonic and Western South 
Slavonic and unrounded (?> or ę) in Eastern South Slavonic (see 2.27(c)). 

Lechitic and some Slovene and Bulgarian dialects retained the nasal reson-
ance of Proto-Slavonic nasal vowels which elsewhere were denasalized (see 
2.21). 

PSI. e and ę merged with a and p respectively before hard dentals in 
Lechitic, for example, PS1. Шъ 'forest', snegb 'snow': Polish las, śnieg 
versus Russian les, sneg; PSI. pętbjb 'fifth', pętb '5': Polabian p'p te, pęt 
versus Serbo-Croat peti, pet 

PSI. g was spirantized to [у] or h in Southern East Slavonic, Czech/Slovak, 
Upper Sorbian and West Slovene, for example, Russian gólos, Serbo-Croat 
glas versus Ukrainian hólos, Czech hlas 'voice'. 

The reflexes of PS1. t', d' were fivefold (see 2.23), in West Slavonic c, j , in 
East Slavonic and Slovene č, j (in standard Slovene j became j), in Serbo-
Croat ć, j , in standard Macedonian k'g', in Old Church Slavonic and Bul-
garian št, id 
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The Proto-SIavonic third singular and plural present-tense suffix is recon-
structed as -tb (SG)/ -tb (PL). However, West Slavonic and Western South 
Slavonic have -0/-0, Eastern South Slavonic has -0/-/, South-Western East 
Slavonic and some North-Eastern East Slavonic dialects have -0/-t' in 
conjugation I and -t'/-t' in conjugation II, and most of North-Eastern East 
Slavonic has -//-/(see 3.2.2, p. 97, note 4). 

The Proto-SIavonic first plural (see 3.2.2 p. 97, note 6) was - т ъ in Old 
Church Slavonic and North-Eastern East Slavonic, -mo in Western South 
Slavonic and South-Western East Slavonic, -me in Eastern South Slavonic 
and Czech/Slovak, -my in Lechitic and Sorbian. 
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